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Abstract
This thesis is based on an LFM internship that took place in the year 2000 at Eaton
Corporation's Navy Controls Division (NCD). NCD has a wide range of products from
simple components to emergent high-tech systems. This high mixture of products is sold
in relatively low volumes. NCD is evaluating how to best utilize the Internet to improve
its business. This thesis will present an e-business strategy for NCD. Two necessary
components of this strategy, web site design and e-collaboration techniques, will be
discussed in detail.
An analysis is given on selecting a target audience for NCD's web site. The web site's
hierarchy and design issues are also presented. Moreover, specifics concerning NCD's
web site, such as usability considerations, are addressed. Next, an e-collaboration project
is described. In this thesis e-collaboration is defined as a means and method of
collaborating electronically. The key requirements for a useful e-collaboration site are
defined. A comparison of commercial e-collaboration services is performed. Also,
business process improvements made possible by e-collaboration are highlighted.
Finally, this document gives recommendations to NCD on its future e-business
initiatives.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
At the time this research began in June of 2000, publicity about the Internet's potential
had drawn the attention of Eaton Corporation's Navy Controls Division (NCD). Industry
leaders, such as General Electric Corporation, had publicized $3 billion in yearly revenue
growth and $4 billion in yearly cost savings through the use of Internet technologies.*
Moreover, at this time, companies like Amazon.com were still being rewarded with high
stock valuations, even though they had yet to turn a profit. Throughout Eaton
Corporation, there was a push from upper management to use the Internet to improve
individual divisions. Therefore, NCD was interested in developing a strategy on how the
Internet should be used for their division.
NCD wanted to know how the Internet was relevant to their business. The Internet had
not been used extensively within their industry, but NCD was interested in becoming a
leader in its use. NCD wanted an analysis done of their business to identify areas where
the Internet might add value. They also needed to understand how the Internet would
actually add this value. NCD preferred this analysis be limited to finding projects that
could be quickly implemented at a low cost. In this way these projects could quickly
build momentum for future efforts. The research, described in this thesis, identified two
projects that were chosen for immediate implementation. First, an overhaul of NCD's
external web site would be performed. Second, the Internet would be used to improve
collaboration with suppliers. This thesis examines the implementation of these two
projects in detail and explains how they add value to NCD's business. Finally, this thesis
concludes by making recommendations on how NCD can continue its efforts to use the
Internet to improve its business.
1.1 Reader's Guide to remaining chapters
The remainder of this thesis is broken down into three parts. Chapter two examines
NCD's business and identifies ways the Internet could add value to it. Chapters three and
* Moore, Pamela L., "GE's Cyber Payoff', Business Week, April 13', 2000.
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four describe the first two Internet projects NCD chose to implement as a result of this
research. Chapter five recommends future e-business initiatives for NCD to pursue. The
following is a short overview of the remaining chapters.
Chapter 2 gives an overview of NCD's products, customers, and markets as they relate
to the Internet. An analysis of NCD's business is used to identify areas where the
Internet has the best potential to improve it.
Chapter 3 details a web site overhaul project at NCD. The method used to select the
web site's audience is described. The design of the web site is examined in detail. Future
integration of the web site with Eaton corporation's other web sites is discussed.
Recommendations for what pieces of the web site design should be outsourced are
given. Finally, results and lessons learned from the project are shared.
Chapter 4 explores an e-collaboration project that has just begun at NCD. This thesis
defines e-collaboration as a means and method of collaborating electronically. This
chapter begins with an analysis of the requirements needed for a useful e-collaboration
site. Next, it provides a comparison of several commercial e-collaboration services,
available in the year 2000. It then discusses how various business processes can be
improved through e-collaboration. Finally, it discusses early results from NCD's e-
collaboration effort.
Chapter 5 discusses recommendations for how NCD might use the Internet to improve
its business in the near future.
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CHAPTER 2: PRODUCTS, CUSTOMERS AND MARKETS
NCD makes electrical components and systems for the shipbuilding and nuclear power
generation industries. This chapter will highlight some basic characteristics of NCD's
products as related to the Internet's potential to improve their respective businesses. For
analyzing NCD's products in this light it is useful to categorize them into two broad
groups. The first group is basic components. These components are used as the building
blocks in a large variety of electrical systems. The second group is complex systems.
These systems are highly specialized and engineered. These systems are usually designed
for very specific applications. Figure 2.1
shows the approximate percent of sales
for each of these two categories. Even components
though the systems' group is the largest,
the components' group is still large
enough to warrant consideration. Of
course NCD's products could be
categorized in many other ways. But for Systems
the purpose of this thesis's discussion on
how these products relate to the Internet, Figure 2.1 Relative size of revenue generated
this categorization is useful. by NCD from the products this thesis classified
as systems versus components.
2.1 Interviews
Interviews were conducted in order to collect qualitative data from NCD's customers. The
goal was to gain insights on how the Internet could best be utilized as it related to NCD's
products and services. The procedure used to conduct these interviews followed the
theory and method presented by David McCracken*. Appendix A has an example of the
typical interview guide used. Interviews were conducted at one of NCD's most significant
customer's facilities. During these onsite interviews three purchasing professionals, two
information technology (IT) professionals and three engineers were interviewed. These
McCracken, Grant David, The Long Interview Sage Publications, Inc., 1988.
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individuals were selected because they had the most direct contact with either purchasing
or using NCD's products and services. In addition to the onsite interviews described
above, a telephone interview was conducted with another major customer's director of e-
business.
Interviews were also conducted with NCD employees. An interview with each product
line manager was conducted. Also interviews with several key sales, marketing,
engineering, manufacturing and purchasing professionals were conducted. The same
method and questionnaire used for interviewing NCD's customers was used in
interviewing these NCD employees. More interviews with customers probably would
have been useful but were not performed for two reasons. First, the schedule given to
complete the project did not allow sufficient time for more qualitative interviews.
Second, NCD's management was sensitive to using any more of its customers' valuable
time than was absolutely necessary. Thus, these interviews were deemed sufficient to
make some initial decisions for an e-business strategy. The knowledge gained from these
interviews will be shared in the following sections and throughout this thesis.
2.2 Components
NCD's components are the building blocks of larger electrical systems for navy shipboard
applications. NCD supplies components for electrical control, automation and power
distribution applications. The majority of NCD's components are targeted at the military
market and meet strict military specifications. Figure 2-2 lists the types of components
NCD sells. Appendix B.I gives a more detailed description of each of these components.
Contactors Programmable Logic Controllers (PLCs)
Relays Control Stations
Starters Limit Switches
Push Buttons Pilot Lights
Timers Heater Coils
Circuit Breakers Flat Panel Displays
Transfer Switches Adjustable Frequency Drives
Figure 2-2 List of several of NCD's components
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NCD's customers receive technical information about these components in a paper
catalog, which is updated every few years. NCD also has these paper catalogs in Adobe
Portable Document Format (PDF) on its web site. Interviews with customer's engineers
indicate they all preferred the paper catalog format to the PDF catalog. They felt it was
cumbersome and slow to find a particular component in the PDF catalog. Therefore, in
order for an e-catalog to be useful, customers must be able to easily find and quickly
display the product information they are interested in.
If the NCD's catalog was put in a more useable electronic format than just simple PDF,
the interviews with the engineers indicated a strong interest in using an e-catalog for the
following reasons. First, NCD's components are the building blocks for larger systems.
Thus, engineers need a lot of technical information about the components to ensure they
will function properly within the overall system. For example, engineers would like a
way to drag and drop a 3-D model of an NCD component into the 3-D model they are
designing to see if it would fit properly. Having a 3-D model of the design in neutral file
formats like IGES, STEP and IXS would be key in any e-catalog effort. By doing this
engineers would no longer have to recreate a 3-D model of an NCD component
themselves when they wanted to test its feasibility in their design. This would be a strong
competitive advantage for NCD. It would give these engineers great incentive to create
designs with NCD's parts over competitor's parts, as it would be less work for them.
Another advantage of having technical information on these components in a useful on-
line format is that these engineers often have to respond to questions from Navy personal
about specific NCD components. Being able to point Navy personal to an on-line
technical resource on NCD's components was highly desired by these engineers. In
general these engineers wanted all the technical information possible on NCD's products
in an on-line and easy to access form.
Almost all of NCD's components are configurable. For example, an NCD contactor has
five configurable aspects that result in 177 unique configurations. A specific contactor is
identified by a long part number like 6957ED58-1CQ, where it is easy for a customer to
have a wrong or missing character. If NCD receives an order with an incorrect or
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incomplete part number, they must reject the order and ask the customer to resubmit it
with the correct part number. This creates extra work for both NCD and its customer.
NCD's employees, who receive these orders, and the customer's engineers and purchasing
professionals, all indicated getting the part number correct was difficult. The customer's
purchasing professionals indicated that around ten to twenty percent of their orders to
NCD had to be resubmitted because of this problem. NCD estimated all of its customers
had around this same percentage of orders with incorrect part numbers. Thus, a great
opportunity exists to help NCD's customer obtain the correct part number via an e-
catalog. An e-catalog, with a rule based on-line configuring tool, would not only help the
customer's engineers quickly configure a part to their liking, but it would also ensure the
right part number was generated for each configuration. This improvement alone would
reduce a lot of rework that currently exists for NCD and its customers. This would help
satisfy NCD's customers and help further strengthen their good relationship.
NCD's components are built to order because a single configuration of an individual
component sells in low volumes and because the large number of configurations leads to
large variety of components. In a typical month NCD might sell a few hundred of one of
its higher volume components while not selling any of its lower volume ones. NCD keeps
an unfinished inventory of the materials needed to build its higher volume components.
Thus, once an order is received if all the material is available to assemble the component
it can be assembled and shipped within days. On the other hand lower volume parts that
need material ordered before assembly can occur take several weeks to complete and
ship. Currently, NCD generates lead-time quotes for its customers manually and only as
needed. Adding accurate lead-time information to each component in each configuration
in the e-catalog would be a large task. Material variability and volume variability make it
difficult to predict exact lead times. NCD would likely have to invest in material resource
planning software to be able to accurately do this task. However, none of the interviews
with NCD's customers indicate a strong desire for NCD's e-catalog to have this feature.
Thus there seems to be little to gain of spending too much effort in having extremely
accurate lead-time quotes as part of an NCD catalog in the near future.
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Some of NCD's components have been around for well over fifty years while others are
relatively new. NCD still sees significant sales volume on these older components, such
as contactors and relays. NCD has a dominant market share in these older components,
and enjoys a profitable niche market. Interviews revealed that even though these
components have been around a long time, new engineers enter the profession each year
who are using them for the first time. The technical information related to these older
components was just as important to engineers as the technical information related to the
newer components. Thus, the interviews revealed no correlation with the age of the
component and the importance the customer placed on getting its technical information
on-line.
Newer components like programmable logic controllers, solid state overload relays, and
electric drives have a software aspect to them where part of the component's value is
derived from associated software programs. An effective e-catalog should take into
consideration ways to deliver programs and updates for these types of components.
Helping the customer with the software for these components through the Internet would
create extra value for NCD's customers. Interviews with customer's purchasing groups
revealed both the new and old components have a lot of paperwork shipped with them to
document their form and function. Sending this paperwork electronically, in place of
paper copies, could also be more efficient.
2.3 Systems
NCD sells a variety of highly engineered systems in the areas of electrical power
conversion, power distribution, instrumentation and control. These systems are designed
for very specific applications and are sold in very low volumes. Generally, the designs
are not reusable, though recently there has been an attempt to make the designs more
modular, in hopes of reusing the design of individual modules in different systems.
Appendix B.2 gives more detail on some of these systems. NCD's systems business does
not have nor need catalogs like the components business does. Therefore, Internet
technologies related to e-catalogs and e-commerce do not fit well with this business.
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The complex nature of these systems demands a lot of interaction between NCD, its
customers and its suppliers. Interviews with NCD employees and customers, associated
with these systems, indicated that having a way to more efficiently share information
during the design and manufacture of these systems would be useful. Thus, developing a
new means and method to collaborate electronically (e-collaboration) was desired. These
systems were being designed for very specific applications. Customers were interested in
many of the little details of the design and there was a lot of interaction between NCD
and its customers during the design process. Therefore, e-collaboration had potential to
improve these interactions between NCD and its customers.
E-collaboration also had the potential to improve interactions between NCD and its
suppliers. NCD outsourced many pieces of its systems to various suppliers and had
significant interactions with these suppliers. The pieces being outsourced were not
simple standardized parts but instead were custom pieces that had to be carefully
specified. Moreover, the fact that several suppliers were manufacturing pieces that all
interacted with each other made communication process more critical in order to ensure
the final assembly of the systems was successful. For example, one supplier might
manufacture the cabinet housing the electrical equipment. Another supplier might
manufacture the circuit boards inside the cabinet. And yet another supplier might
manufacture the plumbing system, which provides liquid cooling to the entire system.
NCD does most of its own design and final assembly. It sends out engineering drawings
and other necessary information to give exact specification of what the outside supplier
will be manufacturing. In the past, interactions between the firms were done through
personal visits, phone conversions, faxes, e-mails, and regular mail. Using the Internet to
e-collaborate had the possibility to improve these interactions.
Interviews with NCD's project managers of some of these systems indicated a very
competitive market for talented engineers existed. They felt the Internet had potential to
be used to help attract new engineering talent, which is crucial for success in their
systems' businesses. Also, while most systems were very specific and not reusable the
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capabilities needed to design these systems were transferable. Therefore, using a web site
to advertise NCD's capabilities had potential to attract new business.
2.4 Markets
The majority of NCD's business comes from the U.S. Naval shipbuilding industry. The
U.S. Navy accounts for over eighty percent of NCD's sales. The U.S. Navy is the end
customer, but NCD normally does not deal directly with the U.S. Navy. Instead, it uses
various channels to market. The six major U.S. shipyards are one of these channels.
These shipyards build ships like aircraft carriers and submarines for the U.S. Navy, and
procure various components and systems from NCD. Another channel to market for NCD
is selling products to the original equipment manufacturers (OEMs), which in turn sell
their products to these U.S. shipyards. Various independent distributors are yet another
channel to market for NCD. These distributors sell directly to the U.S. Navy, the
shipyards and OEMs. They only sell NCD's components (versus systems) and many of
their orders are for replacement parts. Another major channel to market for NCD are the
U.S. Navy's prime contractors who manage the development of its nuclear reactors
aboard aircraft carriers and submarines. NCD sells many of their leading edge systems to
the U.S. Navy through these prime contractors. A final channel to market for NCD is the
U.S. government's part depots. They purchase many of the Navy's spare parts to sustain
the operation readiness of the Navy fleet.
The fact that the U.S. Navy is the end customer in all these channels has several
implications. One implication is certain government regulations prohibit Internet usage
for some types of information because of its sensitive nature as it relates to national
security. Thus, particular attention must be taken as to which type of information will be
shared electronically and how it will be kept secure. Since in many cases NCD doesn't
sell directly to the Navy, a second implication is potential for NCD to use the Internet as
a low cost way to gather information directly from end customers, such as the crews
onboard combatant vessels. This information could prove valuable in better
understanding these end customers. For instance it could be used in developing new
products or improving existing ones.
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A third implication stems from the fact that the U.S. Navy's budget for ships has been flat
to slightly declining in recent years. NCD's strategy is to continue to grow their business
despite the U.S. Navy's budget. To continue to grow they have been expanding their
capabilities and product lines into new market segments. They have also been providing
new product offerings within current markets. Another area of potential growth is further
expansion into the commercial ship markets. For all these areas of growth, using the
Internet as an advertising tool has potential. A web site could highlight its new products
and capabilities to its existing customers. It could also reach a whole new set of
customers in foreign and commercial markets.
Another interesting aspect of the U.S. Naval shipbuilding industries is how an NCD
customer can also be a competitor. Because this is a relatively small industry with a few
big players, NCD often must partner with one shipyard to win a government contract, and
thus compete against another shipyard that is also its customer. Sometimes two different
groups within NCD are on different teams and competing against each other. These
complex relationships hinder full sharing of information between companies. This
implies electronic information flow between project members must be carefully
controlled to give only access to appropriate members, even within NCD.
In addition to supplying components and systems to the shipbuilding industry, NCD also
derives roughly ten percent of its revenues from selling distributed control systems to the
nuclear power plant industry. NCD is also looking to expand its business in this industry
and sees the Internet as a possible advertising tool. Currently all of their business comes
from new nuclear power plants being built in foreign countries. NCD wants to also
expand its business into supplying systems for upcoming retrofits in many U.S. nuclear
power plants. Moreover, NCD wants to expand to supply controls systems to the fossil
power plant industry. NCD's product line manager for this business thinks the Internet
may be an inexpensive way to advertise and generate new business in these markets.
Also, the systems being built for these markets are similar to the ones being built for the
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shipbuilding industries. Therefore, e-collaboration techniques may also apply with the
systems built for this industry.
2.5 Conclusions
This chapter discussed how the Internet relates to NCD's business. The study of NCD's
markets, products, and customers indicate opportunities for NCD to do business
electronically. Three specific areas had the most potential. The first area was the use of e-
catalogs for its components' business. The second area was the use of e-collaboration for
its systems' business. The final area was the use of a web site as an advertising tool to
grow its business and to attract new engineering talent.
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CHAPTER 3: WEB SITE
3.1 Motivation and Introduction
NCD's previous web site had not been properly maintained and was out of date. A great
opportunity was available to make significant improvements through the redesign of the
web site. As discussed in chapter two, the web site could be used to advertise new
products to existing customers. It could also be used to advertise existing products to new
customers in other markets. Furthermore, as discussed in chapter two, the design of
NCD's complex systems required a lot of engineering talent that was in tight supply.
Having a web site, which showed NCD was not only selling 70-year-old components, but
also was in the forefront of high technology, would help in recruiting the best engineering
talent.
The web site was chosen as the first e-business project to be implemented for the
following reasons. It was estimated the web site redesign could be completed within a
relatively short three to four month time period. Thus, it would be a quick way to get an
early e-business success and build momentum for future e-business initiatives. As
discussed in chapter two, NCD's customers wanted to get information about NCD's
components from improved e-catalogs. Having a well-designed web site where future e-
catalogs could be added was a first important step. Also, ensuring the web site had the
proper hierarchy so the end users could quickly find relevant information was key.
Therefore, it was logical to have a well-designed web site in place before moving on to
the more aggressive goal of adding new e-catalogs. For these reasons a new web site was
a good starting point in the implementation of e-business initiatives.
The following sections of this chapter will detail the process used to create and
implement the new NCD web site. The following steps were followed in designing the
new web site. First, the web site audience was clearly defined. Second, a survey of other
web sites was conducted to learn the best practices. Third, the web site's organization and
hierarchy were created. Finally, the navigational menus and web pages were designed
with careful attention to the usability for the end user. This chapter will then share the
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author's insights into web site outsourcing and into the integration of the web site with the
rest of the corporation. This chapter ends by discussing the results gathered after the web
site was released including both successes and areas of improvement.
3.2 Web Site's Audience
The first important step taken in the web site redesign was to identify the web site's target
audience. It is a futile task to try and design anything without knowing whom your end
users will be. Through analyzing the current web site's usage, and through a series of
interviews, it was determined at whom the new web site would be targeted.
3.2.1 Previous web traffic analysis
The current web site's usage statistics were analyzed to ascertain who had been using it.
Figure 3-1 shows the top six sources of web site traffic for a four-month period from
February lst to June 1 't 2000. The largest amount of traffic was coming from Internet
Service Providers (ISPs), such as AOL. This traffic is likely from individuals and smaller
companies without their own network or domain. Next, you will notice a large number of
unresolved numerical addresses. The software available to analyze the web site traffic
was unfortunately unable to pinpoint these users' source, due to technology limitations.
Top six sources of web traffic
ISP (e.g. AOL)
Unresohied
Eaton Employees
Shipyards (major customers)
Competitors
U.S. Navy
0.0% 5.0/6 10.0% 15.0% 20.0% 25.0% 30.0%
Figure 3-1 Top six sources of web traffic on NCD web site from 02/01/00 to 06/01/00.
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The third largest contributors to the web site's traffic were Eaton employees. Eaton
Corporation does have a well maintained intra-net exclusively for the use of its
employees. Nonetheless, this shows Eaton employees were still interested in NCD's
external web site and would probably be a main audience of the new web site as well.
This interest probably partially comes from the fact that Eaton is a broad and diverse
company with employees within one division, which may not know much about another
division. However, Eaton employees are quite mobile and transfers between divisions are
quite common. In this case each division's external web site is another source of
information for these employees. Similarly, new employees just hired on from external
companies use the web site to help themselves become familiar with NCD's business.
The fourth largest contributors to NCD web site traffic were the large U.S. shipyards.
These shipyards are significant NCD customers. It was somewhat surprising that they did
not account for a larger percentage of the traffic, considering what a large part of NCD's
business they provide. This was probably the case because NCD's web site did not
contain much information, and hadn't been updated in quite sometime. Thus, there was
no compelling content to generate a large amount of traffic from its current customers.
The fifth largest contributors were NCD competitors. Competitors were probably
interested in the web site for various reasons, from trying to keep a strategic eye on the
competition, to individuals looking to make a job switch. Thus, when deciding what
information to make public on a web site it is important to keep in mind that the
competition is keeping a close watch.
The six largest contributor was the U.S. Navy. In most cases the U.S. Navy is not a direct
customer of NCD. NCD sells most of its products to the major shipyards, OEMs, or
distributors who in turn sell directly to the U.S. Navy. However, since the U.S. Navy is
the end user of many NCD products, they are obviously interested in the product
information on NCD's web site. Also many Naval personal find employment in the
private sector with military suppliers like NCD upon leaving the military and could
simply be looking for employment.
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3.2.2 Web page usage analysis
In analyzing what parts of the web site were most heavily accessed, the careers section of
the web site was the most popular followed by the various sections describing NCD's
products and services. The career section of the web site accounted for almost half of the
overall traffic. Potential NCD employees were definitely a large audience of the web
pages. This supported the interview data discussed in chapter two of this thesis,
indicating a web site would be useful for recruiting new engineering talent. The next
largest contributor was NCD's Ship Controls System's product catalog in PDF format.
Therefore, previous web site users also found downloading detailed product information
to be useful. This also supported interview data discussed in chapter two, which indicated
a web site would be useful for giving product information through an e-catalog and
would be useful for advertising products.
3.2.3 Target audiences based on interview results
By reviewing the previous web site's statistics, a good understanding of who was
currently using it was obtained. However, the new web site would be quite different from
the old web site. Thus, the more important question was who the target audience should
be, rather than who the old audience was. To answer this question interviews were
conducted with NCD employees to gather
qualitative data on the subject. A broad section Job Function Number
Sales & Marketing 5
of twenty-two employees were interviewed. Human Resources 2
Figure 3-2 shows how many employees were Information Technology 2
Field Services I
interviewed in each of the various business Purchasing 2
functions. As with the interviews in chapter Upper Management 2
Product Line Mangers 4
two, these interviews followed the theory and Administrative Assistants 2
method presented by David McCraken*. Engineering 2
Appendix C has an example of the typical Figure 3-2 Number of employees
interview guide used. The analysis of the interviewed within each job function
* McCracken, Grant David, The Long Interview, Sage Publications, Inc., 1988.
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qualitative data gathered from these interviews led to the following list (given in order of
importance) of the audiences the new web sites would target.
Customers (both existing and new customers): There was a strong desire to continue the
growth of NCD's business. In order to do this, attracting new customers and maintaining
current customers was considered crucial. NCD's web site could be an effective
advertising tool for new products and services. Also the web site might help to advertise
NCD's products to new markets such as foreign navies. NCD's web site would also be the
foundation where future e-catalogs (as discussed in chapter two) would be added. The
technical information in these e-catalogs was seen as one way to maintain existing
customers' loyalty. Within NCD's customer base the engineering community was
considered to be a key focus because they had great influence on deciding which parts
would be designed into their future products.
Potential Employees: In the recent tight job market attracting top-notch employees,
especially engineering talent, had been challenging. Thus, the web site was to be used to
help improve NCD's recruiting efforts. The current out-of-date NCD web sites were
sending a poor message to potential employees and were somewhat masking the exciting
and high-tech work environment NCD had to offer.
Suppliers: Many felt the web site could be used to better convey information to both
existing and potential suppliers. Since NCD suppliers and corresponding relationships
were considered key to its business success it was felt the external web pages could be
used to help cultivate this relationship.
The following groups were not going to be the main focus but would be kept in mind
because of their significance.
Eaton employees: Even though Eaton had a intra-net targeted for its employees use,
Eaton employees had accounted for a significant amount of previous traffic on NCD's
web sites. It was felt a well-designed web site would not only help customers understand
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NCD's business better but also help its own employees. For example, the web site could
help recently hired employees learn more about NCD's business. Also, a well-designed
web site could help foster employee pride and increase morale. The interviews with
NCD's employees revealed they were sensitive to the quality of NCD's web site, verses
the web sites of competitors and customers. NCD's web site was a reflection on their
company and indirectly on themselves. They felt a well-designed web site would imply a
better company was responsible for the web site and thus infer superior employees
worked for this company.
Competitors: In the past, competitors were frequent visitors of NCD's external web site.
Any part of the web site without password protection and encryption were visible to
anyone with Internet access, including competitors. Keeping this in mind, NCD should be
careful not to disclose sensitive information on areas of its web site that are not password
protected. NCD should also strive to show its products and services are so superior,
potential competitors would see competition with NCD was futile and avoid it all
together.
3.3 Survey of Other Web Sites
A survey of twenty-four of NCD's competitors' and customers' web sites was performed.
Figure 3-3 lists the companies that were surveyed. This survey proved to be a valuable
learning experience in both gathering good ideas to copy and bad ideas to avoid. In the
following sections, this thesis will discuss how useful knowledge was deduced from this
survey and then how it was used in several aspects of the web site's design.
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Top level or a division of a
Company URL company?
ALSTOM www.alstom.com Top Level
General Dynamics Corp. www. gendyn.com Top Level
ABB Ltd www.abb.com Top Level
Rockwell International Corp. www.rockwell.com Top Level
Bechtel Group, Inc. www.bechtel.com Top Level
L3 Communications Corp. www.13-com.com Top Level
NewPort News Shipbuilding, Inc. www.nns.com Top Level
Northrop Grumman Corp. www.northgrum.com Top Level
DRS Technologies, Inc. www.drs.com Top Level
Lockheed Martin Corp. www.lockheedmartin.com Top Level
General Electric www.ge.com Top Level
The Boeing Company www.boeing.com Top Level
Honeywell International, Inc. www.honeywell.com Top Level
Rockwell Automation www.automation.rockwell.com Division
SPD Technologies www.spdtech.com Division
Electric Boat www.gdeb.com Division
Bath Iron Works www.gdbiw.com Division
Litton Ingalls Shipbuilding www.Ingalls.com Division
GE Industrial Systems www.geindustrial.com Division
Siemens AG Marine Engineering www.atd.siemens.de/marine-eng Division
Eaton's Aeroquip Group www.aeroquip.com Division
Sikorsky Aircraft Corporation www.sikorsky.com Division
Figure 3-3 Listing of web sites surveyed
3.4 Organization and Hierarchy
The organization of a web site's information is a major factor in determining its success.
This organization must be user friendly and logical from the user's point of view. It must
also try and put the right emphasis on the right information to get its intended message
across. Each business is different and somewhat unique. Thus, while the literature on web
site design does give some good generic suggestions, in the end you must really
understand your business and its customers to be able to successfully organize your web
site. Therefore, as noted in section 3.3 of this thesis, twenty-two other company web sites
in similar businesses as NCD were surveyed. Moreover, data from the previous customer
and employee interviews, as described in sections 2.1 and 3.2.3 of this thesis, was used.
Various viewpoints from these previous interviews on how an NCD web site should be
organized were taken into consideration. Conducting a new round of interviews to gather
more data on the optimal organization and hierarchy would have been ideal. But, due the
project's time constraints, gleaning data from previous interviews was seen as sufficient.
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In the end, the author of this thesis, along with a couple of sales and marketing
employees, used several brainstorming sessions to create the web site's organization and
hierarchy specification.
3.4.1 Web site divisions
The first organizational decision made was to have two separate web sites. One targeting
the ship building industry (Navy Controls' web site) and another targeting the power plant
industry (Power Plant Controls' web site). On the old NCD web site these were organized
side by side because NCD supplies electrical systems to both industries. However, these
two industries were far removed from each other. Customers from both industries were
disinterested in the other one's industry and in some cases were confused to see the extra
information. There were no significant cross-selling opportunities to the customers in
these industries. Therefore, it didn't make sense to burden these separate customer
segments with information they were not interested in.
Previously, NCD had a separate web site for its flat panel display product line.
Integrating this web site into the new Navy Controls web site made sense, as there were
good advantages for cross selling. (However, it did not fit in with the newly formed
Power Plant Controls' web site.) Flat panel displays were an operator interface device
that most customers viewed as part of the control and automation components, which
NCD already sold, such as contactors, PLCs, and variable frequency drives. Therefore,
the key information from the old web site for flat panel displays was transferred to the
products and services section of the new Navy Controls web site.
3.4.2 Major sections
The next major organizational issue was how to divide the content into major sections
along with their corresponding links, which would be visible from the top level. The goal
was to design a web site organization that would best serve NCD's target audiences.
Thus, the major sections were chosen to follow the target audiences identified in section
3.2.3 of this thesis. There would be a section for careers, specifically tailored for potential
employees. Similarly, there would be a separate section for the suppliers. Finally, the
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customers were such an important target audience that several top-level links would be
targeted at them. These would include an "about us" section for the new or potential
customer. Also, a "product and services" section and a "contact us" section for all
customers. Therefore, these divisions and their corresponding main menu options were
logical choices in light of the audiences targeted.
These main menu options were cross-checked to see how they compared to the other web
sites surveyed in section 3.3 of this thesis. Figure 3-4 shows the top ten options that the
surveyed web sites included in their main menus. One hundred percent of these web sites
had some type of link to a section on their products and services, though some chose to
link to individual products while others had a single link to a product section. Trying to
advertise the products seemed to be an important goal of most web sites and making a
section for NCD's products was a sound choice.
Products
About Us
Current News
Careers
Search Engine
Contact Us
Investor Relations
Site Map
Suppliers
Feedback
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%
Figure 3-4 Top ten most popular main menu options on web sites surveyed
Of the remaining top ten choices all of NCD's main menu options were included. This
indicates NCD's menu options were conservative and would most likely be familiar to the
end user. Four of the items in figure 3-4 were not included on NCD's main menu options.
First the "current news" section was omitted even though it was on NCD's old web site
because it received very little traffic. Also, interviews with customers indicated there was
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little interest in it. Maintaining and keeping the "news" current was more effort than the
perceived benefit it would bring. Next the "search engine" was omitted because the web
site was fairly small and NCD's budget and time constraints would not allow this feature
to be added at first release. A search engine was something that could easily be added
later when needed and NCD's budget would allow it. The "investor relations" section was
unneeded due to the fact that NCD was a division of Eaton who had its own web site with
an "investor relations" section. Finally the feedback section was omitted because Cutler-
Hammer's information technology department rules would not allow such a section. They
felt the user could give feedback through the "contact us" option and a separate option for
feedback was not justified.
In general, NCD's new web site would be patterned after other good web sites our
customers would be visiting. In this way, users would not have to relearn a totally new
organization when coming to NCD's web site and would quickly find the information
they needed. Figure 3-5 shows a picture of the Navy Control web site's new main menu.
Sproducts & services O about navy controls o suppIler O careers Ocorporateinfo
Figure 3-5 The Navy Control web site's main menu
The Power Plant Controls web site was given identical choices on its main menu as the
Navy Controls web site, primarily for two reasons. First, the major target audiences
(customers, potential employees and suppliers) were the same for both web sites. Second,
by having the same main menu options for both web sites, the main menu design could
be shared and this would reduce programming costs. The Power Plant Controls'
"suppliers" and "careers" sections would be virtually identical to the Navy Controls'
since the target audiences served by these "careers" and "suppliers" sections were the
identical for both. This would further reduce the cost of developing the two sites.
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However, the other major sections on each site would have unique content underneath,
because the customers and businesses of each group were quite different.
Since the underlying concepts used to design the two NCD web sites were the same,
using both web sites, as a basis for this thesis discussion, from this point forward would
be redundant and cumbersome. Therefore, the rest of this thesis will only focus on the
design of the Navy Controls web site.
3.4.3 Breadth versus depth
Whenever designing a web site the balance between breadth and depth should be
considered. Breadth refers to the number of options at each level, and depth refers to the
number of levels of hierarchy. If the hierarchy is too narrow and deep, users must click
through an inordinate number of levels to find what they are looking for. If a hierarchy is
too broad and shallow, users are faced with too many options on the main menu, and can
be unpleasantly surprised by the lack of content once they select an option.
When considering breadth, one should be sensitive to the cognitive limits of the human
mind. Some psychologists suggest that the human mind is best when dealing with five to
nine choices.* Figure 3-6 shows many of the web sites surveyed in section 3.3 of this
thesis went slightly over the recommended psychological limit of nine choices. However,
less than fifteen percent gave over twelve choices. Web site design experts like Rosenfeld
and Morville believe web sites with over ten main menu options can overwhelm users.**
A significant number of web sites may break this rule of thumb because there is a great
temptation to keep adding more and more options for users. Thus, the design of NCD's
web site had a clear goal to keep the main navigation's choices below ten. As shown
previously in figure 3-5 the Navy Control's main menu currently has eight options.
* G. Miller, "The Magical Number Seven, Plus or Minus Two: Some Limits on our Capacity for Processing
Information," Psychological Review 63 no. 2 (1956): 81-97.
** Rosenfeld, Louis & Morville, Peter, Information Architecture for the World Wide Web, O'Reilly &
Associates, 1998: page 38.
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Figure 3-6 Number of web sites with a given number of options
As far as depth goes, even more conservative design goals were set. The interviews with
customers and employees indicated if users were forced to click through more than four
or five levels, they might simply give up and leave the web site. At the very least, they
would become frustrated. Thus, the design of NCD's web site minimized the depth to no
more than five levels. Moreover, most web pages (especially the important ones) were
designed to be reached within three or fewer clicks.
3.4.4 Sub-site design
Once the top-level organization had been set, it was important to design the major sub-
sites correctly. The "products & services" and "careers" sections needed sub-sites
because of the significant amount of content they contained. In order to facilitate
navigation within these sub-sites, these sub-sites would have a side navigation bar added
(while keeping the top navigation consistent and unchanged). Using side navigation in
this manner is not a new idea and was used on several of the web sites, which were
surveyed in section 3.3 of this thesis. Figure 3-7 shows NCD's side navigation bar used
within its "products & services" sub-site.
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"Cuttei4laimer
N products & aservices 0 about navy controls 0 suppliers careers 0 corporate Info
N~y COn s ai" it floats, we can control it"
Navy Controls Products and Services
The One-Source. Eaton Navy Controls.
Whether the right solution is a commercial
P9wer Doff-the-shelf (COTS) product or a highly
engineered, specialized MIL-SPEC application
you can count on us to provide the right
combination of technology and expertise for
optimal functionality and economic return. With a
comprehensive offering of products and services,
we are the one-source for al of your shipboard electrical system needs.
Figure 3-7 Left menu bar for products & services sub-site
The next task was to decide how to divide up the products & services sub site into major
sections. The customer and employee interviews described in sections 2.1 and 3.2.3 of
this thesis, revealed that many customers did not realize the full breadth of NCD's
products and services. Over time NCD had acquired the expertise, abilities and products
for entire shipboard electrical systems from individual components to complete turnkey
systems. A few customers thought NCD only sold simple components. Conversely,
others only knew NCD designed and manufactured leading edge power conversion
systems. Moreover, while others knew of NCD's power conversion expertise, they didn't
realize NCD also had power distribution expertise. In summary, few of NCD's current
customers were aware of its complete product offering.
NCD's upper management wanted NCD's current customers to be aware of their complete
product offering in hopes this would lead to increased sales. Since part of the web site's
purpose was this advertising function, the products & services' menu needed to be
designed in a way that web site visitors would quickly recognize the breadth of NCD's
products. The classic power electronics divisions of "control & automation" and "power
distribution" were chosen as the first two menu options. Using these two broad terms
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would immediately indicate to the user that NCD had products in both areas. Next,
NCD's two main service options of "engineering services" and "installation & repairs"
were included. Finally, an option for "propulsion systems" was included even though it
could have fit under the "control & automation" section. This was done because of the
important role that propulsion systems would play in future NCD growth.
The design of NCD's new web site avoided the temptation to split the products and
services into sections matching internal organizational chart boundaries. NCD's previous
web site had done this. While organizing it this way may make sense to internal
employees it could be confusing from a customer's point of view. Thus, the divisions on
NCD's new web site did not follow NCD's internal organization charts. Instead they were
divided and organized in a way to help customers understand NCD's business.
3.4.4.1 Expandable navigation menus
To further facilitate navigation within the sub sites, expandable navigation menus were
used to click down within a section of a sub-site. By using these expandable navigation
menus a better balance between breadth and depth could be maintained. These
expandable navigation bars helped to insure a user would not be presented with more
than nine new choices at one time. Moreover, as noted earlier, it was important a user
quickly saw NCD's wide breadth of products, before diving down into one of the lower
level sections. The expandable navigation menus fit these desires nicely. Expandable
navigation menus seem to be a newer feature on the web with only nine percent of the
web sites surveyed in section 3.3 of this thesis using them. Figure 3-8 shows the control
& automation bar in the Navy Controls' products & services sub site expanded out.
3.4.5 High level specification
A hierarchy and organization specification document was created and presented to key
members of NCD's organization. Ideally this high level specification would have also
been shown to customers to obtain their feedback. But, due to the project's time
constraints this was not feasible. This high level specification showed the web site's main
structure and hierarchy, which has been discussed in previous sections. The product line
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I products & services [1 about navy controls l supplIers 0 careers 0 corporate Info
Navy Conko
Navy Controls Products and Services
Control Components
Control Components Cataloa
Technical Publications
Control Components Distributors
Drives
Power Conversion
PLC$
Instrumentation
Flat Panel Disolays
Control & Automation..
Flat Panel Displays Products
We have a complete range of products and services that
enable you to integrate flat panel displays into harsh
military environments.
"Modified" COTS and full MIL-SPEC flat panel displays
Eaton Navy Controls has a full line of modified COTS and
MIL-SPEC displays to meet your most demanding needs.
Today's military requirements demand performance on
many platforms and our unique interface allows the displays
to do just that. With our innovative display solutions you are
ensured the best possible product with superior customer support and service.
With 90 years in the defense industry, we fully understand what it takes to
produce high quality display systems. With a large installed customer base of flat
panel displays, we have proven that we can design, manufacture, deliver, and
support flat panel displays for a variety of customers and applications. Please
contact us for more information.
Figure 3-8 An example of the expandable navigation bar used within the sub sites
managers and upper management reviewed the specification. Various minor changes
occurred to the organization and hierarchy because of this review. For example, the
propulsion systems' section was moved from a lower level of hierarchy to a higher one
because of its future strategic importance. Also a few new web pages were added to
lower level sections. For instance, a couple of new engineering services had been
mistakenly omitted from engineering services section. After all the feedback was
incorporated, NCD's upper management approved the hierarchy and specification. This
specification was a valuable tool to gather feedback, early in the design stage, to make
changes as needed before resources were possibly wasted on actual web site
implementation. Also, the programmers, who actually coded the web site, later used this
specification as a blueprint and guide for their work.
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3.5 Usability Considerations
Once the organization of the web site was complete, along with its major sections and
sub-sites, the next step was to create useable web pages. Simplicity was the goal. The
literature on web site design strongly indicates users are rarely on a site to enjoy the
"design". Instead, they prefer to focus on the content. This section will discuss some key
aspects to consider when designing a web site in order to make the final product most
useful for the target audience.
3.5.1 Navigation
3.5.1.1 Orientation
Good navigation systems for web sites answer the following two questions:
" Where am I?
" How can I get to where I want to go?
3.5.1.1.1 Where am I?
On the Internet the use of hypertext along with other navigational links make it very easy
to bounce from web page to web page. Anyone can link to any page on a web site. For
instance, someone using an external search engine may bypass a company's home page
and jump right into a web page several levels of hierarchy below. Thus, in designing
complex web sites it is particularly important to provide context within the greater whole.
In other words, when a user first enters a web site, no matter what web page he happens
to land on first, he should be able to recognize where he is within the larger web site. In
the physical world it's easy to take this context or sense of location for granted. People
are surrounded by clues about location - signs, maps, sounds, smell, color, climate, etc.
However, on the web one can get lost very fast. On some web sites there is little sense of
where one is with respect to the rest of the site. Without this basic sense of location, it can
be difficult to plan routes. Of course, the user has the URL address he is located at as one
clue but this alone is not enough.
On the Navy Controls' main menu several visual clues exist to help the user always know
where they are in context of the larger web site. In figure 3-9 you will see a black dot is
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added to the section where the user is currently located (In this case the user is in the
"about navy controls" section.) Further, the name of the section you are currently in is
displayed in the bottom left of the navigation bar.
The Cutler-Hammer and Eaton logos on each web page indicate the web site associated
with these companies. Also, the Navy Controls name is on every web page in the same
location (on the left just below the main navigation bar) so the user will know he is
currently on the Navy Controls web site within the larger Cutler-Hammer / Eaton
Corporation web site. The logos and names on the web site were carefully used as to be
consistent with what was being used in the corporation's printed advertising material.
The careful and consistent use of the Cutler-Hammer, Eaton, and Navy Controls names
helps to build the brand awareness for them through the web site's publicity. Conversely,
inconsistent use of these names and logos on the web site could hurt or diluted the
brands.
E Cutler-Hammer
0 products & sevices 9 about navy controls . suppliers [i careers 0 corporate info
AboutNAvy COWtoS
Figure 3-9 Visual clues on the navigation bar and web page indicate where users are.
3.5.1.1.2 How can I get to where I want to go? Besides the features, which can change
slightly to indicate the user's current location, the rest of Navy Controls' top navigation
bar never changes and its location never moves. This allows the users to easily find their
way back to where they were. Similarly, within the sub sites the side navigation bar
remains constant at all times.
The effort spent organizing the site, as already discussed in previous sections, is the key
in helping users find where to go when moving forward. Carefully worded labels on the
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Navy Controls' menu options augment this good organization to further help guide the
user. The labels chosen for the menu options are important because they help the users
know where they will end up when clicking on the particular label. The labels (e.g.
"careers") for the Navy Controls web site were carefully chosen based on the survey of
many other web sites to see what the most common labels were. The labels chosen for
the Navy Controls web site should be familiar to you if you are a current web user.
3.5.1.2 Navigation location and size
The literature on web site design indicates the best place for the main navigation bar is at
the top of the page rather than the side. Placement at the top provided immediate access
to the navigation system as well as an instant sense of context within the site. This
supports the scenario in which a user quickly scans the first paragraph and decides to
move on to other areas of the site. Sixty seven percent of the sites surveyed in section 3.3
of this thesis used top navigation. The sub-site's navigation was added on the left side
since the top was already taken by the main navigation.
Web pages should be dominated by the content of interest to the users. Therefore, more
screen space should be spent on information than the navigation bars. Navigation is a
necessary evil that is not a goal in itself and should be minimized. In the design of NCD's
web site the navigation was minimized as much as possible while still allowing it to be
easily read and used. In general, the design goal was to keep the navigation down to well
below fifty percent of the screen space.
3.5.1.3 Site map
A site map is a graphical representation of the architecture of a web site. They are
wonderful for visually oriented people who want to grasp the overall picture of the web
site's hierarchy and organization. Like a table of contents, they can provide an excellent
overview while also allowing quick leaps between structurally distant web pages. Thirty
six percent of the web sites surveyed in section 3.3 of this thesis had site maps. A site
* One usability study showed that "Sites with navigation buttons or links at the top and bottom of the pages
did slightly better than sites with navigation buttons down the side of the page." Spool, Jared M., Web Site
Usability: A Designer's Guide, North Andover, MA: User Interface Engineering 1997, p. 24.
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map was added to NCD's web site because these user advantages outweighed the cost
associated with creating and maintaining it.
3.5.2 Response times
The interviews with employees and customers revealed many users had a strong
preference to fast loading web pages over slow ones. Some insisted that NCD's new web
pages load quickly or they would not visit them. Part of the problem is a user's
experienced response time is determined by the weakest link in the chain from server to
browser:
" The throughput of the server. The time it takes the server to serve up web pages can
be the bottleneck on heavily used sites with insufficient hardware. It is important to
invest in a fast server and to review your system architecture and code quality to
optimize response times.
" The server's connection to the Internet. Carefully monitoring your pipe to the Internet
is key. If your connection to the Internet gets saturated the user will experience
frustrating delays regardless of how well your web pages were designed. However,
upgrading the server's current connection to the Internet can eliminate this bottleneck.
" The Internet itself Although the Internet is continually being upgraded, it still has
bottlenecks, especially for cross continent connections and for use during peak hours.
" The user's connection to the Internet. Connection speeds by many of NCD's large
customers was excellent because they had fast connections to the Internet. However,
other users, such as NCD's smaller distributors, potential employees and suppliers,
still used modems, which have much slower connection speeds, as their connection to
the Internet.
" The rendering speed of the user's computer. Since computers surpassed the 100 MHz
mark several years ago this is now rarely a problem. Although complex tables or
fancy video graphics can take significant time to layout on low-end machines.
Considering many of the links in the above chain are out of the web page designer's
control to speed up and considering most users prefer fast response times, there is only
one conclusion: web pages must be designed with speed in mind. In fact, speed must be
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one of the overriding design criteria. To keep page sizes small, graphics should be kept to
a minimum and multimedia effects should only be used when they truly add to the user's
understanding of the information. To enhance speed, no multi-media effects were used on
NCD's web sites.
Conservative use of graphics does not imply uninteresting pages. However, it does mean
careful design is needed to avoid large pages. The concept of page size is defined as the
sum of the file sizes for all the elements that make up a page, including the defining
HTML files as well as all embedded objects (e.g., image files with GIF and JPG
pictures). Fortunately it is possible to get away with page designs with larger page sizes
as long as the HTML file is small and is coded to reduce a browser's rendering time. The
most important issue is how fast the user sees useful information. It matters less if it takes
longer to load the full page and all its illustrations if the user can start acting on some
information quickly. There are several programming tricks that can help this happen. In
general NCD tried to keep its web page size as small as possible.
3.5.3 Cross platform design
Making NCD's web site design work across the wide variety of possible platforms its
target audiences would be using was an important design objective. The web pages were
tested to work both when using Netscape and Internet Explorer with up to two-year old
versions of these browsers and associated plug-ins. Moreover, NCD's web pages were
designed to work even on small monitors. The web site was thoroughly tested to work on
a variety of platforms before it was released.
3.5.4 Writing for the web
Research has shown reading from computer screens is about twenty-five percent slower
than reading from paper.* In general, many people feel reading online text is unpleasant.
As a result, people don't want to read a lot of text from computer screens. Therefore, the
text on NCD's web site is much shorter than it would have been in printed text. (Note:
The screen readability problem will be improved in the next few years as screens with
* Nielsen, Jakob, Designing Web Usability: The Practice of Simplicity, New Riders Publishing. 2000, p. 101
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300 dpi resolution become available over the next few years. At this higher resolution
readability is as good as paper.)
3.5.5 On-line forms and databases
The new Navy Controls web site utilizes two on-line forms and two on-line databases.
The following sections describe each in detail.
3.5.5.1 On-line supplier form and database
An on-line form was used to gather information on potential and current suppliers. In the
past NCD had given its potential suppliers a paper copy of a form to fill out and mail
back to NCD. This form was used to gather critical data on the supplier. The data was
then entered by hand into a very simple database for future analysis. The new on-line
form can now be filled out at the supplier's convenience. The data is then automatically
dumped into a password-protected database. NCD employees can view this database on-
line and query it as needed. This form along with its associated database eliminates the
need for manual delivery of the old paper form to and from the suppliers. It also
eliminated the need to manually enter the data from the paper form into the electronic
database. Overall this helped NCD purchasing group more efficiently organize and deal
with their large supplier base.
3.5.5.2 On-line jobs database
On the old NCD web site, a programmer posted new jobs in HTML format at the request
of a human resources employee. On the new web site, a password protected on-line
database with an easy to use interface was added. Now human resource employees can
enter this data directly themselves without the help of a programmer. This saved the extra
step and hassle of having human resource employees interfacing with the IT group and it
totally eliminated the programming effort needed to maintain these on-line jobs.
Within the Careers section of the web site the user can search its database and display
individual job descriptions. The user is able to use predefined searches with pull-down
menus to select between different options. For example, the user can select a specific job
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function to narrow her search. Figure 3-10 shows an example of one of these pull-down
menus. The user is also given the option to view
all the jobs instead of searching. Function:
Select Function
Select Function
3.5.5.3 On-line customer question form All Functions
Ac counting
An on-line customer question form is also used as Clenical
one of the methods to contact NCD. (Customers General Management
can also call a toll-free help line or send e-mail Human Resources
Information Technology
directly.) Once the on-line help form is submitted Production
'Quality Assurance
it is mailed to a specific help mailbox, which is Sales/Marketing
always staffed by an NCD employee who will Supply Chain Management]Other
answer questions within two business days.
Figure 3-10 Pull-down menu
3.6 Web Site Outsourcing
Each company must decide which web site tasks will be done internally versus being
outsourced. The web site's major tasks can be broken into four main parts: site
architecture, content generation, software and hardware. Nothing associated with these
web site tasks were currently a core competency of NCD's business nor did NCD want
them to become one. Thus, NCD wanted to outsource as much of these web site tasks as
possible. However, in order to have a web site that was well aligned with their business
objectives some of these tasks had to be done internally. The following paragraphs will
describe how NCD handled each of these parts.
Site architecture: As discussed in previous sections, in order to be able to design and
maintain a successful web site, a good understanding of the company's business is
needed. Also, a good understanding of web site design principles is required. NCD
decided to do this piece internally because of the need to understand its business and the
need to work with its key employees to make sure its business objectives were met. NCD
already had many resources internally who understood their business. But, it lacked an
internal resource that understood the ins and outs of web site architecture. NCD decided
it was easier to have an internal employee educated on web site design than to have
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someone externally be constantly brought up to date on their business objectives. Thus,
NCD decided to have an internal resource do this piece. Another benefit of doing this
internally was this resource could also lead the overall web site efforts and be the key
internal person to interface and make sure all the other pieces were in place. However,
one disadvantage, of not outsourcing this web site architecture job, is it may be difficult
to train an internal employee with enough expertise on the latest Internet technology
because this is not NCD's core business.
Content generation: NCD also decided all the needed content (e.g. text descriptions of
products) for the web pages would be generated internally. NCD already had an internal
communication's expert that helped bring content together for external advertising and
communications. This person already had good contacts with NCD's internal groups (e.g.
Human Resources, Product Managers, etc.) to make sure the detailed content could be
generated for the web sites. A disadvantage of doing this internally is that this
communication expert has many other important tasks to complete and may not have the
time or focus an outside resource could put to the task.
Software: The software development of the web site's web pages, databases, and forms,
along with their associated maintenance over time, could easily be outsourced. There is a
well-established market for computer programmers and their services are very cost
competitive. The most difficult part of outsourcing this piece is managing the relationship
with the outside programmers. But, the internal resource responsible for the web site
architecture could work with outside programmers to manage the relationship. These
outside professionals have vast specialized knowledge in the fast changing software
world and also have the creative talent to make sure a high quality product is delivered.
Thus, it would be more difficult to match the expertise of these outside professionals with
internal resources than it would be to deal with the management of these outside
professionals.
Hardware: The web site's hardware maintenance, such as maintenance of servers and
associated software, could also easily be outsourced. There is very good outside market
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for these services and competitive prices can easily be found. Moreover, the type of
server used and other associated pieces of hardware are hidden from the end user, and
thus have little to do with NCD's business objectives. As long as the web site's down time
was avoided and the web site's performance was maintained, NCD did not have to be
involved in these details to have a successful web site. However, there are often
dependencies between the software and hardware pieces. The software developers would
have to be capable of programming software for the hardware being used.
3.7 Integration with the Rest of the Corporation
3.7.1 Overview of Eaton Corporation and Cutler-Hammer
NCD's management reports into Cutler-Hammer's management. Cutler-Hammer is a
wholly owned subsidiary of Eaton Corporation. However, NCD is considered an
independent Eaton division when reporting external financial data. With 1999 sales of
$8.4 billion, Eaton is a globally diversified industrial manufacturer of highly engineered
products that serve industrial, vehicle, construction, commercial, aerospace and
semiconductor markets. Cutler-Hammer is Eaton's largest group and sells a wide variety
of electrical control products and power distribution equipment to commercial and
industrial markets around the world.
3.7.2 Integration of the web sites
Currently, NCD's web sites are, for the most part, stand-alone sites from the rest of Eaton
Corporation. Only a few simple links integrate the NCD, Cutler-Hammer, and Eaton web
sites together. Moving forward there is opportunity for better integration of these web
sites in some areas while other areas should be left separate and distinct.
Of all the NCD web sites' major sections the careers section has the best potential for
corporate wide integration. Instead of having a locally maintained job's database for just
NCD, one could be created for company wide use. Eaton already coordinates its company
wide recruiting efforts to exploit economies of scale. This also gives potential recruits
many more options and a higher likelihood of finding a job match somewhere within
Eaton. Integrating a company wide careers' web site is a natural fit with Eaton's business
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objectives in this area. To this end, Eaton has just begun creating a corporate wide job's
web site at http://www.eatonjobs.com.
Moving forward, the local Navy Controls web site's careers section should no longer be
stand-alone. It needs to appropriately link over to the new Eaton jobs web site and
database. However, the Navy Controls careers section is still useful and needed to give
specific NCD information to potential recruits. Also many job seekers may first go
directly to the Navy Controls web site without knowing anything about the corporate
wide Eaton job web site. Thus, the Navy Controls web site can be a conduit for these
recruits into the Eaton jobs web site. The new corporate-wide job's web site also needs
careful site architecture planning to appropriately link over to specific Navy Controls web
site information when needed.
In addition to corporate wide integration of the careers section the suppliers section also
has potential for some integration. In some cases Eaton tries to leverage its supply chain
relationships across the corporation to exploit a greater buying power and economies of
scale. A corporate-wide or semi-corporate-wide integration of suppliers web site could
help this process.
From a customers point of view many of Eaton's businesses are unrelated to NCD's
specific business and thus undesirable for any integration. Trying to integrate totally
unrelated businesses is not only a waste of effort, but also adds unneeded clutter the
customer must wade through to find what they are looking for. In this sense, a stand-
alone Navy Controls web site serves its specific customer base well. Thus, for unrelated
Eaton businesses the customer information on NCD web site should remain separate.
Many within the ship industry are customers of both Cutler-Hammer's electrical
commercial products and Navy Controls' electrical military specification products. In this
specific case appropriate web integration could provide opportunity to cross-sell to these
customers. Thus, better integration between the Cutler-Hammer and Navy Control web
sites should be pursued. To this end, Cutler-Hammer is currently pursuing a new web site
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overhaul. However, effective integration will be challenging. The problem lies in that
many within Cutler-Hammer's wide customer base don't want to be bothered with
shipboard electrical components. Also Navy Controls customers have no interest in many
parts of Cutler Hammer's broad product line. Thus, Cutler-Hammer needs careful web
site architectural planning to be able to quickly segregate these customers and only
present relevant information to them. To help accomplish this Cutler-Hammer plans to
utilize new web site technology allowing a web site to be personalized based on
individual customers' profiles. In this way, specific customers are only presented with
information they are interested in. This allows for optimal cross-selling with minimal
clutter.
3.9 Results and Summary of Key Learning
3.9.1 Successes
Overall the new web sites have been very successful. This success was measured by
looking at the following areas:
Site performance: The amount of web traffic has roughly doubled since the new web sites
were released in late October. Figure 3-9 shows the number of page views per month
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Figure 3-9 Web site page views increased when new web sites were launched
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jump dramatically at that time.
Public Perception: Through both unsolicited e-mails and through employee, customer,
and potential recruit interviews the overall response to the web sites have been very
positive. The employees now feel the web site is one of the best both within Eaton and
compared to competitors. Every person interviewed thought the new sites were an
improvement over the old ones.
Customer Service: Both the web site's toll-free number and its e-mail address have
received daily inquiries. The web site receives on average five e-mails a week with
various questions about NCD's business. The toll-free number receives several calls a
day. Customers have given feedback on how they appreciate the improved customer
service on the new site.
Lower Costs: The redundant effort in both filling out the initial supplier forms and getting
data entered into the jobs data base has lowered costs associated with these efforts.
Business Development: Within the first couple of months, the Navy Controls web site
generated a new lead in propulsion systems. This lead did not end up generating new
business but it was still a positive development. In general the web site has received
many e-mail inquiries as noted earlier. The author of this thesis ended his research after
the web site had only been released for two months. At that time no specific new business
could be attributed to the web site.
3.9.2 Improvements
Even though the web site design was very successful there were areas for improvement.
The following areas of improvement are based on hindsight and feedback from users,
after the web site was released.
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Download times: Users seem to have an insatiable desire for faster download times of
web pages. Thus, working to minimize NCD's page size without making them
uninteresting is certainly worth more effort.
Content: Generating interesting and useful content for the web pages was a larger and
more time consuming task than expected. Good content is what brings users to a web site
but generating this content was a large effort that could have been better planned for.
Also, once this content is generated, good editing to create even more concise copy
would have been an improvement. Users don't like to read through long and wordy web
pages on-line.
Sub-site navigation bar: The sub-site navigation bar did not have a visual indication of
where you are like the main navigation bar did. Adding this would be an improvement.
Initial supplier form: The initial supplier form turned out to be quite long, as a lot of
information from NCD's suppliers was needed. Having this form upgraded so users could
save their work and then later go and edit their record, as needed via a password-
protected mechanism, would be a definite improvement.
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CHAPTER 4: E-COLLABORATION
4.1 Introduction
As discussed in chapter two, there was an opportunity to improve NCD's systems
business through effective e-collaboration. An NCD project, where a power conversion
system was being designed and manufactured, was identified by NCD's management as a
good candidate for piloting the use of e-collaboration. Unfortunately, the information
being shared between NCD and its customer on this project was deemed too sensitive to
use the Internet as a source of communication. However, the interactions between NCD
and its suppliers were not as sensitive, and thus could use the Internet for e-collaboration.
These suppliers were manufacturing various pieces of a power conversion system. The
use of e-collaboration was expected to improve interactions between NCD and these
suppliers over the life of the project.
This chapter describes the results of the research associated in defining, selecting and
using e-collaboration, as it related to this project between NCD and its suppliers. The
following sections start by explaining what the requirements for an effective e-
collaboration site are and how they were defined. A comparison of several e-
collaboration services is then performed based on these requirements. Next, business
process improvements enabled by e-collaboration are described. Digital signatures and
their relationship to e-collaboration are then discussed. Finally, details on the use of e-
collaboration on this pilot project are given and future improvement areas are offered.
4.2 Requirements
This research began approximately two months before parts of the design were ready to
release to suppliers for manufacturing. The first goal of the research was to identify what
features were needed to make collaborating electronically between NCD and its suppliers
useful. Interviews with employees and suppliers associated with the project were used to
help discover these requirements. Five engineers, two purchasing professionals, the
engineering manager, and the project manager were all interviewed to learn what features
were most important to them. Also, phone interviews were conducted with four suppliers
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who NCD planned to e-collaborate with. The analysis of the information collected from
these interviews led to the following set of requirements for the e-collaboration site.
4.2.1 Central repository
Since all NCD's documentation was behind a firewall a way to selectively share
electronic documents with outside suppliers was key. A central repository for each
project could be used to share necessary documents between NCD and its suppliers.
Using a single repository offered the advantage of having one consistent version of the
truth - eliminating the inherent difficulty of multi-copy synchronization. Further having
all the documentation related to a project (i.e. drawings, purchase orders, engineering
change notices, etc.) in one place would allow the project manager to more easily track
the project. It would also allow new members of the project to quickly find all the current
information in one place.
In the past when design changes came up during the manufacturing process they were
handled in a serialized paper-based manner, which included time-burning activities such
as document and drawing movement via overnight carrier delivery. Moreover, since
suppliers each had a local paper copy of the drawing it was easy to get out of sync. E-
mail hadn't solved the problem either. With e-mail there was no centralization because all
team members receive their own copy. Thus a synchronization problem still existed.
Also, e-mailing large files had its limits because huge file transfers to multiple users can
clog up e-mail systems and large files are often blocked by corporate IT systems. In
general sending and receiving large files via e-mail was not desired.
For the preceding reasons a central repository to share files between NCD and its
suppliers was highly desired. In some ways NCD was looking for a "webified" shared
drive. The interviews also revealed in order for this central repository to be most useful it
needed to have the following features:
Access control: Since the central repository was going to be used by several outside
suppliers it was crucial to have access control in order to limit what each supplier could
see. For example, one supplier should not see things like purchase orders intended only
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for another supplier. Thus, an easy to use interface to administer permissions was
essential.
Revision Control: Basic revision control is useful to track document changes and to go
back to previous revisions when needed. Further, having a way to lock a file for editing
via a check in and out process was crucial since multiple users would be accessing the
same data. Also, adding comments to each revision to document changes was desired.
Web based: A web-based portal that anyone with an Internet connection and web browser
could access was needed because NCD's suppliers all had different internal platforms and
software. Further, NCD did not want to spend a lot of time or resources on hardware
and/or software development. They wanted to start out small with a test project
collaborating immediately with its suppliers. Thus, having an outside application service
provider (ASP) to host the web portal solution was important. Moreover, the ease of use
a web-based portal could provide was desired. (Note: Solutions based only on file
transfer protocols (FTP) were not user friendly enough for the wide range of technical
background of the diverse project team members.)
Security / Encryption: Using standard 128-bit Secure Sockets Layers (SSL) encryption
for data "in-flight" over the Internet was important to help ensure competitors and others
who weren't supposed to see the information, didn't. Also secure server storage at the
web-hosting site was an absolute must.
4.2.2 Other desirable features
The central repository and its associated features as described above were considered to
be indispensable features. However, several other features were also desired but were
deemed less critical. Here is the list of these desired but less critical items.
Change notification: Having automatic change notification whenever a file was created,
read, or changed was desirable. In this way users of the system would be aware of any
changes to files they were interested in without having to explicitly check files
periodically.
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Self-Administration: Having self-administration of all features including adding and
deleting members was important. Absolutely no IT support should be needed to do
everyday tasks and interact with team members.
Ease of Use: In order for the e-collaboration tool to be used by a diverse team from
various companies and backgrounds, it had to be easy to use. It was not practical or cost
effective to have extensive training for all the potential users of the tool and thus the
tool's ease of use was very important.
Threaded discussionform: Using a thread-discussion forum to help document and track
communication between the groups for things like justification of changes could help
communication.
Real-time conferences: Being able to share your desktop with another team member to
discuss a particular drawing or application in real time would greatly facilitate phone
meetings between NCD and its suppliers that were located at distant sites.
3-D and 2-D Visualization: Being able to share and markup 3-D and 2-D models
regardless of the supplier's native CAD application was desired. In this way all members
of the project could view the same 3-D model regardless of whether or not they had the
same CAD system as NCD. It was also important to be able to take simple measurements
and markup these drawings as needed. NCD's projects dealt with complex 3-D models.
With only the central repository discussed earlier, 3-D models could be shared between
companies in neutral file formats. However these neutral file formats had limitations that
hindered their effectiveness. (These limitations are discussed in more detail in section
4.4.6.) Moreover, project members who weren't engineers typically did not have access to
CAD software. Thus, having a way for all project members to view the 3-D and 2-D
models was desired.
Task Management: Allowing project managers and other team members to assign and
track tasks of other team members could be useful. This could enable greater teamwork.
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Price: All other things being equal, of course the lower the price the better. A flexible
pricing structure that allowed NCD to start with a small project and scale up and down
easily as needed, was also desired. It was important to be able to start small and be able to
scale up and back down again, due to the constantly changing number of people on a
project throughout its life.
4.3 Comparison of Various E-collaboration Services
The next step of the research was to use the above features as the criteria to judge various
e-collaboration services. E-collaboration services from fifteen companies were evaluated.
During the recent Internet boom many companies have emerged who offer various forms
of e-collaboration services. The critical features related to the central repository were first
used to evaluate these companies. In this manner those services without the most critical
features could be eliminated before moving on to evaluate the other less critical but
desirable features. Figure 4-1 shows a comparison of these critical features for the fifteen
application service providers (ASPs) included in this research.
Access control for each user for,
Files? Directories? Revision control? SSL available?
ConnectSite No No Yes Yes
e-room Technology Inc. Yes Yes Yes Yes
e-vis.com Yes Yes Yes Yes
Etango.com Yes Yes No Yes
Free Drive No No No No
MediaLot Yes Yes No No
Net Documents No No No Yes
OnProject.com Yes No Yes Yes
PlanetIntra No Yes No Yes
Projectplace.com No No Yes Yes
Punch Networks Yes Yes Yes Yes
QuickPlace Yes Yes No Yes
Quick Team Yes Yes No Yes
Sprockets No No Yes Yes
X-Community No No No Yes
Figure 4-1 Comparison of a few ASPs for e-collaboration
As Figure 4-1 shows only e-room, e-vis.com, and punch networks had the critical
features needed by NCD. Therefore, the comparison of these three sites is continued in
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Figure 4-2 on various dimensions of the remaining desirable features. Based on this
comparison, e-vis.com's services were selected for use by NCD. E-vis.com was chosen
for several reasons. First, it had all the critical features and most of the desirable features
that NCD wanted and its price was reasonable. It also allowed NCD to start very
inexpensively with just a few users. Moreover, only e-vis.com had real-time conferencing
and visualization features integrated into its service. On the downside, e-vis.com's e-
collaboration site ran a little slower than the other sites. Also, e-vis.com was not quite as
easy to use as the other two services but the difference was not significant. E-vis.com was
more expensive than punch networks but it also had more of the desired features. On the
balance, even with these few negatives, e-vis.com was still the best fit for NCD's needs.
e-room e-vis.com Punch networks
Change Notification Yes Yes Yes
Self-Administration Yes Yes Yes
Ease of use score between 1 9 7 8
and 10
Threaded Discussion Yes Yes No
Real Time Conference No Yes No
3D/2D viewers built in No Yes No
Task management Yes Yes No
ASP Rental Option:
Rental Price per month $249 for 1-10 users $89 per user $0 per user
$399 for 11-40 users
$799 for 41-100 users
# of project spaces included one unlimited unlimited
Storage cost per month $100 per Gigabyte* $30 per Gigabyte $60 per Gigabyte
Software Purchase Option:
Initial Purchase Price $10,000 $25,000 $1000
Additional per user fee $199 $1,000 $0
Yearly maintenance fee 17% 18% $6,000
* The first 0.1 Gigabytes to 0.6 Gigabytes included for free on e-room depending on the number of users
Figure 4-2 Comparison of e-vis, e-room, and punch networks
The final check made before committing to e-vis.com was its likelihood of staying in
business. Many e-collaboration web services, such as HotOffice, have gone out of
business or are on the brink of going out of business. Thus, it was important to make sure
the company wasn't likely to fold shortly after NCD began using its service. E-vis.com
was part of Engineering Animated Incorporated (EAI). EAI had been in business over ten
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years with more than a thousand customers including a strong backing from the
automotive industry. (Note: EAI has recently been acquired by Unigraphics Solutions,
Incorporated.) Moreover, Eaton had used other EAI services in the past. In general EAI's
financial strength seemed sound and it seemed safe to commit to their service.
4.3.1 Description of the real-time conferencing and visualization software
E-vis.com's real-time conferencing and its 2-D/3-D visualization software were two of
the key features that differentiated it from the competition and led NCD to select their
service. The following is a description of each.
Visualization: EAI had been in the business of visualization for several years. They
ported their visualization software, VisView*, into e-vis.com's services. VisView® uses a
file format called DirectModel. This high-performance format significantly reduced
model size and made models easy to share, visualize and analyze. Major CAD packages
including the one NCD uses - I-DEAS Master Series - have built in hooks so engineers
can easily save their models into the DirectModel format. Moreover, all members of the
e-vis.com service were equipped with a viewer to be able to view files in this
DirectModel format. This was especially useful for members of the team, such as the
project manager, who didn't have a workstation with CAD software. Now members, like
this project manager, could view, measure, annotate and discuss the 3-D models without
expensive workstations and CAD software. This also helped in sharing these models with
suppliers not using the same CAD software as NCD, because everyone using the e-
collaboration site was able to view the models in the DirectModel format.
Real-time Conferencing: With this feature one user could share his desktop or any subset
of applications on his desktop with any other members of the e-collaboration project.
This was done in real-time. Whatever was on one user's computer screen could be seen
on the other's computer screen at the same time. The mouse and keyboard could even be
shared with a mechanism built in for each side to take control of the mouse and keyboard
as necessary. Using the mouse one user could point, draw and/or highlight one part of a
model as it was being discussed to add great clarity to a meeting. Voice interaction still
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took place using the usual phone system. Thus, this feature was very useful for meetings
with suppliers where detailed drawings or models were being discussed. In fact this
synchronized viewing of the same data was found to be more effective than seeing a
picture of someone talking as with traditional video-conferencing systems.
There were two options when having a real-time conference with the e-vis.com service.
One option was to share the bitmap of your entire desktop across the network. This took a
lot of bandwidth but still worked well when both connections were anything faster than a
56-kilobyte modem. The second option was to only share a 3-D model that was in
DirectModel format. With this option both parties brought a local copy of the model onto
their desktop and then just the commands associated for manipulating, annotating or
measuring the model were shared instead of the entire bitmap. This took far less
bandwidth and was used when either party had access only to a slower Internet
connection.
4.3.3 Types of e-collaboration companies
The research of the various e-collaboration companies revealed these companies could be
classified by placing them into four distinct groups based on the customer segment they
were targeting.
1. Targeted at individual users: This group targeted individual users who wanted to
collaborate and share information with friends and family. This group tended to have
the most inexpensive services, but also lacked feature richness and support the other
groups had.
2. Targeted at small offices: This group targeted very small companies and tried to
provide every IT need for a small office from e-mail to intra-company
announcements. They provided the widest range of features but many features lacked
depth and quality.
3. Targeted at projects: This group targeted helping a project team be more efficient. In
general this type of service is what NCD was looking for. However, many of these
services had more project planning and tracking software than NCD needed since
NCD already had its own established project planning and tracking software.
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4. Targeted atfile storage: This group only provided a shared file space accessible via a
web browser. Because this group had such a narrow focus they tended to provide the
best file storage features.
4.4 Business Processes Improvement Opportunities
NCD's past processes for dealing with suppliers used a traditional paper based system.
This section will describe these past processes and how they can be improved through e-
collaboration. Moreover, other processes that e-collaboration has the potential of
improving will be discussed.
4.4.1 Increased early involvement
Getting early involvement from a supplier could lead to cost savings. On past projects
when suppliers were involved early with NCD's engineers, decreased manufacturing cost
usually resulted. However, since most suppliers were typically located in distant locations
this early involvement was difficult. At best one set of pre-release drawings would be
sent out to the supplier to get their feedback. It was typically not possible for suppliers to
make personal visits to NCD. Thus, in some cases the designs ended up being "thrown
over the wall" to suppliers to manufacture. With effective e-collaboration it was hoped to
break down these barriers and increase early involvement with the suppliers and reduce
manufacturing costs. This could be done because the engineers could now keep pre-
release models of their design up on the e-collaboration site. In this way, the supplier
could be kept abreast of major design changes as they happened and could give valuable
feedback, long before the manufacture of the design ever began.
4.4.2 Request for quotes (RFQ) .
In the past when NCD issued an RFQ, it would prepare a large paper packet of
information and mail a copy to the perspective suppliers. Now, with an e-collaboration
site, NCD would be able to upload the RFQ information in one central location and have
all potential suppliers logon and download the RFQ. Likewise, in the past, the suppliers
would mail a paper copy of their quotes back to NCD. Now with the e-collaboration site,
suppliers could simply upload this information electronically. Moreover, if new
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information related to the RFQ became available the RFQ would only have to be updated
in one central place.
4.4.3 Manufacturing review
Typically before a supplier would begin the manufacture of the design, a review would
be held where all of the suppliers questions could be answered. However, because of the
distance between the supplier and NCD this review doesn't always take place in person.
Instead, typically it is held over the phone. Now with the e-collaboration site's real-time
conferencing and visualization software this process could be greatly facilitated.
4.4.4 Purchase orders
In the past when NCD issued a purchase order the purchasing group would have to gather
together a large paper packet of information for the supplier and mail it to them. If the
purchase was time critical then key parts of it would also be faxed to the supplier to get
them started while they waited for the entire packet in the mail. With e-collaboration this
process could now be paperless, as all this information could be uploaded to the e-
collaboration site rather than sent to a printer. Moreover, this process would now be made
more visible to the project manager. In the past the project manager would give
permission to purchasing to issue the purchase order but did not have a good idea when
the supplier received the purchase order. Now via automatic notification from the e-
collaboration site, the project manager could see exactly when and what the supplier
received.
4.4.5 Engineering change notices (ECNs)
The following two areas related to ECNs were targeted for improvement through e-
collaboration.
Reduced latency: The previous process for communicating ECNs to suppliers was as
follows: First, an engineer, supplier, customer, or someone related to the project
discovers a need for a change. Next, the change's impact is evaluated and a technical
review is held to obtain approval to continue. The technical review comments are then
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incorporated and the purchasing group is notified of the ECN. A planner within the
purchasing group determines which suppliers are impacted. A buyer within the
purchasing group responsible for the affected supplier then notifies the supplier of the
ECN via fax, phone, and/or mail. The supplier then incorporates the ECN into the part
they are manufacturing for NCD. On some past projects the suppliers would be working
off old drawings for several weeks and/or be behind several iterations of ECNs. This
would cause a lot of rework for the supplier that resulted in higher costs for NCD.
With e-collaboration this latency could be reduced. Now, with everything in electronic
form suppliers could be notified quickly without the sometimes long-delay through the
purchasing group. When a supplier is in a critical manufacturing stage knowing about an
ECN a little bit sooner can make a big difference by saving a lot of rework. (Of course
there are some cases where it is desirable to accumulate change data for some period of
time before the ECN is formalized.) In many cases reducing the latency from when an
ECN is discovered at NCD to when it is communicated to the supplier could reduce costs
significantly.
ECN reduction. Reducing the number of ECNs would also cut costs. Over the past few
years NCD has had thousands of ECNs costing a lot of money. For instance, ECNs
related to circuit boards over the last five years have cost NCD over six hundred thousand
dollars. Thus any effort to reduce unavoidable ECNs would reduce costs. A random
sample of eight hundred and seventy seven ECNs were analyzed to try and understand
their root cause and see if e-collaboration could lead to any significant reduction. Figures
4-3 and 4-4 show the results of this study. This detailed examination shows seven percent
of the ECNs were at a vender's request and might have been avoided with early supplier
involvement. Also, in the past venders have caught quite a few of the other types of errors
and some of these could have also been caught earlier and avoided. But overall the
analysis did not indicate that e-collaboration will dramatically reduce the number of
ECNs. Instead, as noted earlier, e-collaboration will have a larger impact on the effective
and quick communication of the ECNs to NCD's suppliers.
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Figure 4-3 Top ten causes of ECNs after an initial release of the design. Note: The
percentages add up to greater than 100% because some of the ECNs were attributed to more than one cause.
Code Reason for Change Examples
DR Design Refinement Minor changes discovered during first article build.
DC Drawing Correction Design errors that should have been caught by engineer.
DO Documentation Only Changes like relaxing a spec that don't affect product configuration.
DE Dimensional Error Incorrect or missing dimensions.
cc Customer Comment Changes made due to customer's request after design was completed.
MK Marking Issues Incorrect or missing product markings.
BE Bill of Material Errors Errors related to the bill of material.
VR Vendor Request Changes made at the vendors request
MR Manufacturing Request Changes made to alleviate problems encountered during final assembly.
HD Hardware Issue Hardware stack up and count corrections
Figure 4-4 Explanation of codes used in figure 4-3
4.4.6 Reduction of duplication of effort in creating models
In the past after NCD created a 3-D model it would then create 2-D drawings of the
model and send paper copies to the supplier. The supplier would then use the 2-D paper
drawings as the specification of what it would manufacture. In many cases after the
supplier received this paper copy it would create its own 3-D model for use in its
manufacturing process. However, if the supplier could also receive an electronic copy of
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NCD's original 3-D model then this duplicated effort in creating its own 3-D model could
be eliminated. The e-collaboration site's central repository is an excellent method for
sharing these electronic files as discussed previously.
There are a few issues with sharing electronic 3-D model data between NCD and its
suppliers. First, it becomes more difficult when NCD and its suppliers use different CAD
packages. NCD uses the I-DEAS Masters Series package while some of its suppliers use
different packages. As discussed earlier, for the simple viewing of a model the
DirectModel format can be used. In this way all members of the e-collaboration team can
view the file using the e-VisView viewer irrespective of what CAD package they use.
However, in many cases, a supplier needs a model within its own CAD package for its
manufacturing processes. Thus, when different CAD systems are used, translating the
model between the packages becomes necessary. A common way to share data between
packages is to use a neutral file format, such as IGES, STEP or IXS. Most CAD packages
have pre- and post-processors to both save models and read models from these neutral
file formats. However, there are several kinds of problems concerning the data transfer
between different kinds of CAD systems using these neutral file formats. Some of the
problems are related to the following three things:
Pre- and Post-Processors of CAD packages: The implementations of CAD pre- and post-
processors are often imperfect. Interface problems can arise. An interface can be
implemented to support only a part of the neutral file standard. Also pure programming
errors prevent the exchange of CAD model data effectively. A complex standard is
difficult to implement.
Specifications: The specifications are sometimes very general and do not offer clear rules
for implementing CAD pre- and post-processors. CAD vendors can interpret the standard
in different ways.
Nature of CAD Systems: Most problems are caused by the fundamental differences of
CAD systems. The differences between the sending and receiving systems determine the
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amount of data that is unrecoverably lost during the exchange. If CAD systems use
different kinds of geometrical representations, they can exchange data only if the
conversion from the representation of the sending system to representation of the
receiving system is possible. The mathematical descriptions of some entities can be
different. However, normally a mathematical description can be converted to another
style if an equivalent mathematical description exists.
Due to the problems related to the translation of models from one CAD package to
another, when NCD and its suppliers use different CAD packages, it is more difficult to
remove the duplicated effort associated with the 3-D model builds. Over the next few
years technology may evolve to the point where this problem is alleviated. However,
since this problem still exists, one solution is for NCD to develop closer relationships
with key suppliers and encourage them to use the same CAD system as NCD does.
4.4.7 Design reviews
NCD holds various design reviews among its own engineers during the design process.
Going forward, NCD may outsource some of its engineering and/or use engineers from
different sites on the same project. In these cases, having a way for these engineers to
collaborate electronically will be important. Specifically, during design reviews the real-
time sharing of data, models, and drawings will greatly facilitate these meetings.
4.5 Digital Signatures
In order to implement some of these business process improvements NCD needed a way
to electronically authenticate key documents such as purchase orders. New digital
signature technology could serve this purpose. On June 3 0 'h 2000, President Clinton
signed the "Digital Signatures" bill that became effective on October 1s, 2000. The bill
officially known as the Electronic Signatures in Global and National Commerce Act
gives electronic signatures and documents the same force in law as those done with ink
on paper. The new law says nothing about standards so any company can claim to have
digital signature technology because there are currently no standards. NCD had to be
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careful to select a digital signature technology that was actually useful. The following
three attributes are what make digital signatures vital to e-business transactions.
Authentication: A person's digital signature should be unique, and as a result it should
provide a strong authentication of an individual when used by that individual to digitally
sign a contract or e-business transaction. Only one unique person should be able to
reproduce it.
Data integrity: A digital signature should provide protection of signed data against any
accidental or intentional tampering of the data. For example, the value of a purchase
order should not be able to be compromised without detection, once it has been digitally
signed.
Non-repudiation: Once a contract has been digitally signed, it should not be possible for
the signer to disclaim or "repudiate" the signature after the fact. This means, for example,
that both parties to an online purchase are bound to the terms of the deal - and thus both
parties involved in the transaction are protected from online fraud.
Digital signatures are by no means completely safe from fraud. Highly sophisticated
criminals can still commit fraud just as they do with real signatures and documents. For
example if a criminal obtains a digital signature's private key and password, which are
stored on a user's computer, he can easily forge the digital signature. In the future more
sophisticated methods to protect digital signatures are likely to become more widely
available. Methods, such as using a physical smart card along with a password, will make
it more difficult for thieves to forge digital signatures. For the ultimate in authentication,
biometric technologies, such as desktop retinal scanners, facial-recognition software
connected to small video cameras or fingerprint scanners could eventually be used.
E-Lock Technologies Corporation was selected to provide NCD with digital signature
software. Their digital signature software had the above three attributes to make it useful.
Also their software was easy to use and well integrated with popular Microsoft Office
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products like Word. At $129 per user license (including digital certificate) they were very
cost effective. Only those who would be signing the documents needed to buy a license.
Therefore, licenses were not needed by those who would only be verifying the signature
and reading the document. Since very few within NCD's organization needed signature
authority, NCD would need to purchase very few licenses.
4.6 NCD's Pilot Project
A pilot project was used in order to test the e-collaboration site and concepts out on a
single project before rolling it out to other projects. As discussed earlier, a power
conversion project was chosen for the test. Its major suppliers had already been chosen
and it was close to releasing various parts of its design to manufacturing. Four suppliers
that would be manufacturing key components of the design were chosen to join the e-
collaboration project. One supplier was manufacturing the cabinet that would house the
entire system. The other three suppliers were manufacturing other key components within
the cabinet. All of these components were tightly packed within the cabinet so a change
in the design of one component could effect the other components. For this reason there
was an additional benefit in having the suppliers aware of the other pieces around them.
Within NCD, the project's managers, engineers and buyers were also signed onto the e-
collaboration site.
The small amount of training that was needed for the e-collaboration site's features was
completed in just a few minutes using the real-time conferencing feature. Within a short
period, all the external suppliers and internal NCD users were up and running on the new
e-collaboration site. The project manager was chosen as the site administrator. He had
full control to set the permissions and access rights of all other team members. He could
also add and delete users as needed.
In this pre-manufacturing stage of the project NCD uploaded all if its pre-release models
to the e-collaboration site so suppliers would have access to them for feedback and
comment. The models were uploaded in DirectModel format so all e-collaboration
members could view the model. Also models were uploaded in the I-DEAS package's
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native format for the suppliers who also used the same CAD package as NCD. This
research ended a couple of weeks after the pilot project began using e-collaboration and
before NCD issued any purchase orders or actually released any models into production.
Thus, a thorough evaluation of the actual effectiveness of e-collaboration on this pilot
project is outside the scope of this thesis. However, the initial feedback on the e-
collaboration site was positive and no problems were encountered in sharing files during
those first two weeks.
4.7 Improvement Areas
Overall the feedback on the e-collaboration site was very positive and it got off to a great
start. The e-collaboration team members especially liked having a "webified" drive where
it was extremely easy to share files across company boundaries. Moreover, the
visualization software made it easy for all to view the engineering models. Finally, the
real-time conferencing software helped communication between companies. The benefits
realized by the e-collaboration site were real and significant. However, there were a few
areas where difficulties occurred and improvements could be made.
In order to use the visualization and real-time conferencing software a 29-MB file had to
be downloaded and installed on the user's computer. This took around a half-hour's worth
of effort that included a reboot of the user's computer to finish the installation. This long
setup time was especially a problem in cases where a team member was only going to be
on the project for a short time (e.g. attending a single real-time conference review
meeting). This long setup time was hard to justify for these temporary team members and
decreased the effectiveness of the e-collaboration site. This problem could be fixed by
having visualization and real-time conferencing software based on the "thin client" rather
than the "fat client" models. With thin client software the user (client) does not have to
download a large application to run on his local machine in order to use the feature. If the
e-collaboration site used all thin client software it would be much easier to add and delete
temporary team members throughout the project's life. For these reasons using all thin
client software for the e-collaboration site would be a nice improvement.
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In order to use the real-time conferencing and visualization software, in addition to
downloading and installing the "fat client" software, recent versions of Internet browsers
were required. On NCD's test project almost all the team members were using old
browser versions. New versions had to be downloaded off the Internet and installed. This
took around twenty minutes. This increased the startup time and was a hassle. A good
solution for this problem is not readily apparent, as the e-collaboration's leading edge
technology required these new versions.
Some e-collaboration features were not found useful and not used. Features such as the
threaded discussions (chat rooms) and the task management software, identified in
section 4.2.2 of this thesis as desirable, were not used. The most useful features were
related to the file sharing across company boundaries. Things like access control, revision
control and change notifications, identified in sections 4.2.1 of this thesis as critical, were
found to be very useful. Also the real-time conferencing and visualization software were
actually more useful than expected. However, all the other features on the e-collaboration
site were not found to be useful. NCD's experience indicates e-collaboration providers for
project teams should really focus on improvements to these useful aspects related to file
sharing, real-time conferencing, and visualization.
Automating the push of files onto the e-collaboration site is another area of possible
improvement. Currently e-collaboration members must manually upload files to the e-
collaboration site. In the future when new models of a part are released on NCD's internal
CAD system they could be automatically uploaded to the e-collaboration site. Currently
this is a manual process and it relies on engineers to perform the task. The automation
would not only save the engineers a little time but would also ensure the model on the e-
collaboration site was always current with the release model within NCD's CAD system.
NCD's current e-collaboration site is hosted on external servers outside NCD's firewall.
Thus the e-collaboration site cannot be used for sensitive information related to the U.S.
Navy. Much of NCD's project interactions with its customers deal with sensitive
information the U.S. Navy will not allow on the Internet, even if it is encrypted and uses
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SSL. In the future, NCD has plans to establish a Wide Area Network (WAN) with its
major customers that is secure and behind the company's firewalls. Once this WAN is
complete, NCD could run an e-collaboration site on a server behind the firewalls and use
this secure WAN. In this way, the e-collaboration benefits NCD is currently enjoying
when collaborating with its suppliers could also be had when dealing its customers, and
this more sensitive information.
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CHAPTER 5: RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE FUTURE
This chapter will recommend future e-business actions for NCD. First, NCD should
continue with its web site and e-collaboration efforts. By keeping its web site up to date
and relevant it will remain a valuable advertising tool. Next, since a large portion of
NCD's business relates to the design of complex systems, it should continue to build upon
it current e-collaboration efforts. Chapter four of this thesis outlined many of the benefits
associated with e-collaboration. NCD has just begun to use e-collaboration and should
press forward to realize these benefits. The rest of this chapter will address e-business
initiatives that NCD could choose to pursue in the near future outside of just maintaining
these current e-collaboration and web site efforts.
5.1 E-catalogs
Chapter two of this thesis identified e-catalogs as one of the areas were e-business would
benefit NCD the most. Now that NCD has a new web site in place as the foundation for
this e-catalog, they are in a good position to start its implementation. NCD should pursue
moving its current PDF catalogs into a more useable e-catalog form. As discussed in
chapter two these e-catalogs would be valuable to the customers of NCD's various
components. The next two sections will discuss how NCD could further leverage its e-
catalogs to selling products on-line and to supply information to its customers' future
electronic databases.
5.1.1 E-commerce
After NCD has an e-catalog in place for its component level products it could consider
using e-commerce to sell these products on-line. However, the interviews (described in
section 2.1 of this thesis) with NCD's customers reveal they have mixed opinions about e-
commerce. The purchasing groups of its major customers say they would not go to
NCD's web site to purchase its products. Government regulations require them to
carefully track all purchases. They fear on-line purchases by engineers would lead to a
lack of control and documentation. The purchasing groups instead want to purchase
products from their own internal electronic database that NCD could submit data to. (This
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is described in more detail in the next section.) These purchasing groups would not be
interested in or supportive of NCD selling its products on-line. In contrast, these same
major customers' engineering groups indicated a strong interest in being able directly
purchase products on-line from NCD and bypass their purchasing groups in some cases.
This type of maverick buying would occur more often if NCD sold its products on-line.
Informal phone interviews were also conducted with three of NCD's major distributors.
These interviews indicated NCD's distributors were satisfied with the way they currently
purchase NCD's components. They did not have a desire for NCD to enable on-line
purchasing. Part of the distributor's reluctance to embrace any e-commerce effort by
NCD might be related to possibility of NCD's e-commerce bypassing them. E-commerce
has the potential of squeezing these distributors out of the sales channel. This channel
conflict is something NCD should carefully evaluate before launching a full-scale e-
commerce effort.
NCD needs to decide if it should sell products on-line only to existing customers like its
distributors, or if it should sell products directly to the customers its distributors are
currently servicing. There are obviously some advantages to selling directly to these
customers. NCD would be closer to these customers and might understand them better.
Also, NCD could possibly gain extra margin on these sales. However, if bypassed, NCD's
distributors may retaliate by refusing to sell NCD's products at all. NCD needs to
evaluate the extra service it would have to provide in place of these distributors and
weigh this cost against the extra revenue gained. Also, an analysis of what percentage of
these distributor's customers would be willing to purchase products on-line should be
performed. In summary, NCD should do a careful evaluation of this channel conflict
before it jumps into a full-scale e-commerce effort. Without further evaluation, it is not
clear whether selling directly to these customers is the right course of action.
5.1.1.1 Internal ERP system
For many companies one of the big advantages of e-commerce has been to allow its
customers to view product availability and track order status. However, with NCD's
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current IBM legacy system that is written in Cobalt this would not be practical to
implement. NCD would have to limit itself to a front-end e-commerce web interface that
was not tied to its back-end system. A customer's on-line order would just generate a
corresponding e-mail to be manually entered into NCD's back-end system. On the plus
side, in the future when NCD upgraded its ERP system, this nice front-end e-commerce
system could be plugged into the new ERP system. Therefore, not having a state of the
art ERP system does not necessarily limit NCD from making the first steps into e-
commerce.
It is difficult for NCD to exploit all advantages of the Internet without a state of the art
ERP system. Newer ERP systems from Oracle and others makes leveraging data from
internal systems to the web much easier. Once NCD's internal systems are web-enabled
NCD could selectively share more information with its customers, such as order status,
product availability, and shipping status. Similarly, NCD could share selected
information with its suppliers as needed. Also, NCD's management could view internal
statistics, on-line and in real-time, throughout the quarter, simply by using their web
browsers. Current report analysis and generation efforts could be greatly reduced. Having
a state of the art ERP system would enable NCD to leverage the Internet more
effectively. Any future cost analysis of the feasibility to upgrade NCD's ERP system
should include this extra benefit related to Internet and leveraging NCD's internal
information to customers, suppliers and management.
5.1.2 Customer's electronic databases
The major U.S. shipyards are currently on a path to create internal electronic databases
that contain an extensive list of parts for their employees to select from. When making
any purchase they plan to first look within their internal database before going to outside
sources. It is crucial NCD have its product data ready to import to these customers'
databases when requested. These major customers will want this data in some extensible
markup language (XML) format but have yet to decide on a specific standard. At this
point it is unclear whether each major shipyard will choose to create its own standard or
if the shipyards will be able to agree upon one standard for the industry. NCD should do
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what it can to encourage one standard be created. In this way it would not have to supply
its data in different formats to different customers. Moreover, NCD should encourage its
customers to not have separate internal databases, but instead to link to NCD's product
database. Thus, all customers could link to one location with NCD's product information
instead of each customer having their own database. Having to keep NCD's product
information up to date in many separate databases would require more effort and be more
difficult to keep synchronized than if the data just resided in one location.
Creating an e-catalog as discussed earlier would be a good first step in preparation for
these customers' databases. By having an e-catalog NCD would already have its products
in an electronic form, which could be quickly modified as necessary and put in the proper
XML format for its customers. Moreover, a high quality e-catalog would provide
leverage in persuading NCD's customers to all link to NCD's e-catalog information,
rather than NCD having to keep its electronic information up to date in each customer's
separate database.
5.2 E-auctions
The process of holding an on-line auction where several suppliers competitively bid for
an order within a set time frame is known as an e-auction. At the time this thesis was
written e-auctions were not being used within the ship building industry by any of NCD's
suppliers, customers, or competitors. However, e-auctions have lowered costs for
companies in other industries. These e-auctions can improve efficiency, speed and lower
costs when obtaining quotes from suppliers. Much of the material that NCD purchases is
so specialized and in such low volumes that e-auctions would probably not be practical.
But, NCD could work with Eaton and Cutler-Hammer to leverage economies of scale and
use e-auctions on some of its near commodity or commodity like materials that are in
common with Eaton and Cutler-Hammer. Eaton Corporation currently has an agreement
with FreeMarkets Corporation to provide the Internet technology and expertise needed to
hold e-auctions. NCD should selectively work with other Eaton divisions to jointly use e-
auctions and leverage economies of scale to lower its material costs.
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5.3 Organizational Changes
Many parts of this thesis have shown in order to have business success using Internet
technology, it must be customized to fit specific business applications. Having someone
in the organization with an intimate knowledge of both business conditions and Internet
technology is a catalyst for e-business success. In the past many companies have had IT
groups focused on backend computer systems far removed from the customer. Likewise,
the marketing/sales groups were focused on customers and far removed from the IT
world. The Internet has opened the world of information technology as a tool to improve
marketing and sales. Therefore, NCD should consider creating a position that bridges its
marketing/sales group and IT group. The person in this role would need to have an
excellent understanding of NCD's customers and business environment while at the same
time have a sound technical understanding of Internet technologies. This person would sit
in between the marketing/sales and IT groups and would have strong tie to both groups.
This type of organization would help NCD maximize its future e-business success.
5.4 Internet Time
There has been a wave of thought, opinion and literature about moving at Internet time.
Many argue the Internet has forced companies to move faster and re-invent themselves or
perish. Some go as far as saying all companies must become Internet companies or
perish. The recent crashes of many pure Internet companies are dispelling some of these
myths. Some of these Internet companies will survive and may become giants. But,
traditional non-Internet companies are not going away. The study of NCD's organization
indicates the Internet will change traditional companies in more of an evolutionary way
than revolutionary way. In fact, some companies may not want to move too quickly but
let others pay the high cost of breaking in new technology, and only then move in and
copy the well tested Internet technologies. This has the advantage of being a low cost
way to utilize Internet technologies. The disadvantage is a company may become too
conservative and move too slowly to use new Internet technologies even when their
benefits clearly outweigh their associated costs and risks.
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Companies, like NCD, whose core business is not purely Internet related, should continue
to focus on their core business. The Internet can be viewed as a tool by these companies,
which can enhance the effectiveness of their core businesses. If used properly, and with
the right timing, the Internet can be leveraged to improve their core competencies. Using
new Internet technology too soon can be very costly if the technology is new and
unproven. The development costs may outweigh the benefits. Traditional companies like
NCD should consider waiting until new Internet technologies have become stable and
proven.
On the other hand waiting too long to use Internet technology can put a company at a
disadvantage. The Internet is and will be a valuable tool that can improve a company's
competitiveness. Traditional companies should not wait indefinitely and ignore the
Internet altogether. By waiting too long they not only miss out on current possible gains
from the Internet but they also fall behind their competitors on a learning curve of how to
successfully tailor Internet technologies for their specific business applications. In
summary, traditional companies must walk a fine line. They should embrace Internet
technologies but carefully apply them in areas that give them clear advantages.
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Appendix A: Interview Guide for Future Internet Usage
1. What is your name, age, educational background and employment history?
2. Describe your current job function.
* Prompt on internet. Prompt on e-mail. Prompt on NCD interactions.
3. Describe how you interact with NCD. (How many times do you interact per week? Who are
the people?)
* Prompt on any frustrations or successes. Prompt on any uses of the Internet, web pages, e-mail, etc.
4. Describe how and when you use the Internet.
5. How do you see the Internet possibly being used in the future to help your job?
6. How could the Internet be used to improve your interactions and communications with NCD?
7. Have you seen NCD's current web site? What do you think of it?
8. What kind of web site would you like NCD to create?
9. What type of product information would you like to see on the Internet? In what form? What
do you want do see in an e-catalog?
9. Would you like to use the Internet to purchase NCD's products? How?
10. What security and privacy issues concern you about Internet communication?
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Appendix B: Overview of NCD's Products
This appendix gives an overview and a brief technical description of several of NCD's
significant products. When forming an e-business strategy for any business having a
basic understanding of the products being sold is crucial. NCD's products are technical
in nature, and in most cases the end customer is an engineer very interested in the
technical aspects of the product. This appendix will proceed with an overview of NCD's
products.
B.1 Components
Most of NCD's components are used in navy shipboard applications. These components
include contactors, relays, programmable logic devices, circuit breakers, adjustable
frequency drives, pilot devices and accessories. These components serve as the building
blocks of various applications including elevators, refrigeration compressors, ventilators,
heaters, fire pumps, oil purifiers, winches, anchor windlasses and steering gear. This
section will describe some of the components currently being sold by NCD.
B.1.1 Contactors
A contactor is a switch used to make "contact" or break "contact" with an electric power
circuit. (The power circuit is the high ampere part
of the circuit where the motor draws its current or
power from. In contrast, the control circuit is the
lower ampere part of the circuit, which is used to
control things like the starting and stopping of a
motor. ) A contactor is a device for repeatedly
establishing and interrupting an electric power
circuit. A contactor is rated in amperes.
Horsepower ratings are also available for most
contactors. A magnetic contactor is a contactor Figre B-i Contactor
actuated by electromagnetic means. A contactor
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Figure B-2 Normally open contact symbol Figure B-3 Normally closed contact symbol
consists of at least one set of contacts and a coil. Energizing the coil will open or close
the contacts. The terms "normally open" and "normally closed" are used to describe the
position a set of contacts takes when the operating magnetic is de-energized. A set of
contacts is often called a pole. In addition to main contacts used in the power circuit, the
contactors may also have auxiliary contacts otherwise known as interlocks used in control
circuits.
NCD sells several different sizes of contactors varying from contacts rated at 18 Amperes
up to 540 Amperes. Each size comes in a varying numbers of poles and interlocks. Also
the configuration (e.g. normally open or normally closed) of the poles and interlocks
varies depending on the particular contactor. An engineer looking to buy a contactor from
NCD is interested in the ampere and horsepower rating of the contacts, the number of
poles and interlocks, the configuration of each contact (e.g. normally open or normally
closed), the physical location of each of these main and auxiliary contacts, and the
physical dimensions and weight of the contactor. They are also interested in the electrical
data on the coil for both inrush and sealed conditions.
B.1.2 Relays
Magnetic contactors in smaller sizes are referred to as relays. While contactors are sized
for power circuits, such as the current being drawn by a motor, relays are sized for
smaller control circuits, such as the current drawn by the control of starting and stopping
a motor. In general, relays are used as auxiliary devices to switch control circuits and
large motor starter and contactor coils, and to control small loads such as small motors,
solenoids, electric heaters, pilot lights, and other relays. Relays are also used to enlarge or
amplify the contact capability, or multiply the switching function of a pilot device by
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adding more contacts to the circuit. Most relays are used in control circuits and thus
require lower ampere ratings.
B.1.2.1 Timing relays
Timing relays are similar to other control relays because they use a coil to control the
operation of some number of contacts. The difference between a control relay and timing
relay is the contacts of the timing relay delay changing their position when the coil is
energized or de-energized. When power is connected to the coil's on-delay timer, the
contacts delay changing position for some period of time. The operation of the off delay
timer is the opposite of the operation of the on-delay timer. Timing relays just like other
relays and contactors can have normally open, normally closed, or a combination of
normally open and normally closed contacts.
NCD makes a pneumatic timing relay. A pneumatic timer uses the displacement of air in
a bellows or diaphragm to produce a time delay. Pneumatic timers are popular throughout
the industry because they are unaffected by variations in ambient temperature or
atmospheric pressure, are adjustable over a wide range of time periods, have good repeat
accuracy, and are available with a variety of contact and timing arrangements. Some
pneumatic timers are designed to permit the timer to be changed from on-delay to off-
delay, and the contact arrangement to be changed to normally open or normally closed.
This type of flexibility is another reason for the popularity of pneumatic timers.
B. 1.2.2 Overload relays
NCD makes both solid-state and thermal
overload relays. The overload relay is at the
heart of motor protection. The motor can do
no more work than the overload relay
permits. The overload relay has
characteristics permitting it to hold in
during the motor accelerating period when
inrush current is drawn. Nevertheless, it still
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provides protection for small overloads above full-load current when the motor is
running. Unlike the fuse, the overload relay can be reset. It can withstand repeated trip
and reset cycles without need of replacement. However, the overload relay does not
provide short circuit protection.
B.1.3 Starters
A starter is a special purpose contactor used to start a motor. The principle difference
between a contactor and motor starter is the contactor does not contain overload relays
for overload protection. Starters sometimes also contain a built-in circuit breaker. Hence,
starters, contactors and relays are similar in construction and operation but are not
identical. NCD sells starter configurations for various types of motors with a wide range
of overload protection. The starters can come in various types of enclosures including
drip-proof and watertight.
B.1.4 Pilot devices and accessories
NCD makes pilot devices and accessories including pushbuttons, transfer switches,
control stations and limit switches. A push button station is one of the most frequently
used pilot devices. This device provides control by pressing a button that opens or closes
a set of contacts. Push buttons can be used to control any or all of the many operations
conditions of motors, such as start, stop, forward, reverse, fast and slow.
A transfer or selector switch is used when it is
desired to operate from either of two masters or
pilot devices. By this means, either device may be
connected into the circuit. The transfer switch is
simply a double-throw pilot switch of the required
number of poles. Generally an enclosed device is
preferred for transfer switches. Small drum-type
switches used for starting multi-speed motors are
widely used as transfer switches.
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Figure B-5 Three-element station
with indicating light, selector
switch and pushbutton.
A control station, as the one pictured in Figure B-5, may contain push buttons alone or a
combination of push buttons, selector switches and pilot lights (indicating lights).
Indicating lights may be mounted in the enclosure. These lights are usually red, green,
amber, blue or white and are used for communication and safety purposes. They can
indicate when the line is energized, the motor is running or any other condition is
designated.
A limit switch usually has a set of contacts in an enclosure
with a mechanical actuator at the end of the switch. The
actuator converts the mechanical motion of a device into
an electrical control signal. The primary function of a limit
switch is to provide a limit to the travel of a machine and
to stop it at that point. This is usually done by opening the
circuit to magnet contactor coils allowing them to open
and disconnect the motor from the line. In addition to the
function of stopping, limit switches may serve many other . .Figure B-6 Limit Switch
purposes. They are often used to provide slowdown at a
point ahead of the stopping point, so the stop may be more accurate. They may also act to
vary the speed of a machine in different parts of its cycle. They frequently provide an
interlocking means between two or more machines. In this capacity they may be made to
start one machine when another is at a certain point in its travel, or to prevent operation
of one machine unless another machine has reached a desired point. An NCD snap action
limit switch with adjustable roller level is shown in figure B-6.
B.1.5 PLCs
A Programmable Logic Controller (PLC) is a device, which has been in use in industrial
environments since the early seventies and is intended as a replacement to relay-based
control circuits. As its name implies, a PLC is a simple computer that is specifically
programmed for each application. The basic parts of a PLC are a power supply, an
input/output (1/0) module, and a processor. These are all contained within one enclosure
that can be mounted almost anywhere. The I/O module is where the outside world
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communicates with the PLC. It can receive discrete on/off (e.g. pump running, valve
closed, breaker closed), analog input signals from a variety of sources (e.g. pump
discharge pressure, oil temperature, generator voltage and so on), and digital inputs (RS-
232 or other PLCs). Outputs can be commands and/or indications. Typical commands
may be to start a pump or close a valve. Indications can run from a flashing light to
showing a status change on a flat panel display.
The advantages of a PLC include reduced maintenance costs, higher reliability, and
expandability. Unlike relays, PLCs have no moving parts and the number of connection
points for conductors in a PLC based control system are greatly reduced. PLCs also offer
self-diagnostic functions to tell a maintainer where to look for a fault. PLCs use solid
state logic that can have higher reliability than a relay based control system with
mechanical parts. For a moderate price increase a fully redundant system can be used to
control vital systems where two PLCs are used and one serves as a hot backup. PLCs also
offer the ability to easily expand the scope of a control system by revising the software
and/or bringing additional conductors from field devices to the PLC. The ability to revise
the software instructions at any time with the use of laptop computer also makes PLCs
flexible by allowing the operator to respond to changes in the system controlled without
major redesign efforts. PLCs have become competitive with relays in all but the simplest
circuits. Whenever the addition or modification of a control circuit involves more than a
handful of relays, a PLC based system is probably a better choice.
B.1.6 Adjustable frequency drives
The adjustable frequency drive is a solid-state power conversion unit that is an important
product for NCD and its parent company, Cutler-Hammer. An adjustable frequency AC
drive system controls the speed of an AC motor by controlling the frequency of the
power supplied to the motor. A basic AC drive system consists of an ordinary three-phase
motor, an adjustable frequency drive, and operator's controls. The adjustable frequency
drive operates by first changing the ac voltage to dc, then changing the dc back to ac at
the desired frequency. The adjustable frequency drive typically receives 240 to 480 volt
3-phase, 60 Hz power and provides power to the motor which can be steplessly adjusted
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from 2 to 60 Hz or higher. The drive also
regulates the output voltage in proportion to
the output frequency to provide a nominally
constant ratio of voltage to frequency as
required by the characteristics of the AC
motor. The operator's controls provide a
means for starting and stopping the motor
and for setting the motor speed. The
operator's control functions can be I
performed by a wide variety of automatic Figure B-7 Cutler-Hammer's SV9000
Adjustable Frequency Drive
control systems, as well as by a built in
keyboard. Benefits of using adjustable speed drives include controlled starting,
controlled acceleration, adjustable operating speed, adjustable torque limiting and
controlled stopping. Adjustable frequency drives are very popular devices used in many
motor applications around the world.
B.1.7 Circuit breakers
One of NCD's product lines is naval circuit breakers that meet military specifications. A
circuit breaker is a device for connecting and disconnecting an electrical circuit. Circuit
breakers are required to control electrical power networks by switching circuits on, by
carrying load and by switching circuits off under manual or automatic supervision. The
majority of the time, circuit breakers remain closed and simply act as electrical
conductors. On occasion, when they perform their intended protective function, they
switch to the open position providing electrical isolation. Therefore, they must be
reliable in the static situations, but be effective
instantaneously when they are called to
perform any switching operations, often after
long periods of inactivity. The most arduous
of these duties is the interruption of short
circuits. The major design problem in a
circuit breaker is to provide the ability to Figure B-8 Various circuit breakers
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carry out its function of controlling any current which may flow in the circuit. The
function of a circuit breaker is then to posses two stable conditions; a 'close' condition
which it has ideally zero impedance and an 'open' condition in which it has ideally an
infinite impedance. The engineer looking to buy a circuit breaker from NCD is interested
in the number of poles, the continuous ampere and voltage ratings, the interrupting
ampere rating, the type of tripping element, the trip ampere rating, the weight and the
very detailed physical dimensions of the circuit breaker and enclosure.
B.2 Systems
This section will give an overview of the types of systems NCD designs and
manufactures. These systems are highly engineered for very specific applications. NCD
has expertise in electrical systems for power conversion, power distribution,
instrumentation and control.
B.2.1 Power Conversion Systems
NCD provides power conversion equipment and expertise for various naval applications.
An electrical converter is described as equipment that will change electrical energy from
one form to another. Based on the frequency on the two sides, converters can be divided
into four broad categories: ac to dc, dc to ac, dc to dc and ac to ac. A rectifier converts ac
power to dc power whereas an inverter converts dc power to ac power. The general term
"converter" is used to denote a rectifier or inverter but is often used to signify a circuit
capable of both rectifier and inverter operations.
Power conversion for naval applications must be extremely reliable. They must also be
quiet enough to avoid enemy detection. NCD solutions have met stringent output
waveform quality, electromagnetic interference and high-efficiency performance
requirements. Furthermore, NCD has provided rugged custom designs that stand up to
harsh environments including temperature extremes, humidity, high shock and vibration.
Some examples of their custom designs include electric motor drives, rectifiers, inverters,
and bi-directional converters used on nuclear submarines. Due to the highly sensitive
nature of these designs this thesis will not give further details about them.
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B.2.2 Power Distribution Systems
NCD designs and manufactures various custom switchgear systems for use in connection
with electrical power transmission and distribution. Switchgear is a general term covering
switching devices and their combination with associated control, measuring, protective
and regulating equipment, such as circuit breakers, switches, protective equipment,
metering, instrumentation, control and associated equipment. NCD has designed various
power distribution systems in the past. For example, one system provided protection to
the electrical systems of a nuclear reactor.
B.2.3 Instrumentation and Control Systems
NCD designs a variety of sensitive monitoring and control systems for nuclear
submarines and other Navy ships. These are highly specialized and engineered products,
usually designed for a specific application. Digital monitoring and control centers used to
manage a ship's power distribution system is one example of this type of system.
Equipment that provides the accurate monitoring of power levels within a nuclear power
plant is another example. Due to the highly sensitive nature of these designs this thesis
will not give further details about them.
NCD also designs and manufactures distributed control systems for the total automation
and control of commercial nuclear power plants. Their latest system, PLpS 32 (see figure
B-9) is currently installed in the newest Korean and Taiwan commercial nuclear power
plants for all balance of plant applications. The balance of plant is defined as all
applications in the plant excluding the main reactor and generator.
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Figure B-9 NCD's Plps 32 Distributed Control System*
Figure from NCD's Power Plant Controls' brochure, used with permission.
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Appendix C: Interview Guide for Web Site Redesign
1. What is your name, age, educational background and employment history?
2. Describe your current job function.
3. Have you seen NCD's current web site? What do you like about it? What do you dislike?
4. Who do think currently uses NCD web site? Why?
5. What audience should NCD's future web site be targeted at? Why?
6. What features or information should NCD's web site provide? What value do these provide?
7. How do you think NCD's new web site should be organized?
8. What things should NCD's new web site avoid?
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